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PREFACE
The purpose of this study is two-fold: first, to help
the writer to be more aware of and to better understand the
political processes, and second, to make a contribution,
slight though it may be, to the field of political science.
The subject of this study, watershed development, is consid-
ered appropriate to those purposes. The areas of political
conflict have been many and often intense, particularly at the
local level which is the main focus of this study. The inter-
relationships among local, state, and national governmental
statutes, agencies, and personnel are many and complicated.
Research regarding the political, as well as economic and soci-
ological, considerations of this subject has been slight, due
primarily to its relatively recent development. Furthermore,
the writer finds this study to be personally interesting inas-
much as his home is located in an area that would be inundated
by a proposed big dam and in a county in which there are two
highly controversial watershed development projects.
Since much of the research associated with this study
involved interviewing people, the number of individuals to
whom the author is indebted is quite large. That indebtedness
is hereby acknowledged and the many who have so generously
t
._iven of their time are assured that the writer is genuinely
• • •111
appreciative. Special recognition is due t'r lessor Louis
Dou_la8, Department of Political Science, Kansas State univer-
sity, for his ^uidance and encouragement throughout the work
on this project.
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CHAPTER I
FGDiSRAi. AND STATiS LEGISLATION
The importance of watershed development in Kansas is
directly related to the importance of water itself, both in
Kansas and in the United States. The growing population
and the resultant greater usage of water coupled with a gen-
erally declining supply of water has enhanced the importance
of all measures pertaining to the conservation of that re-
source. It is the purpose of this introductory chapter to
review some of those measures, especially those federal and
state actions that deal directly with the establishment of
watersheds.
Federal Legislation
One must understand however that efforts to conserve
water are of more distant origin than the last decade. The
story of world history tells us that man since the time of
the earliest ancient civilizations has been concerned with
water supply, soil conservation, and flood control— ai.1
vital topics in today's world. Concern about water conser-
vation in the United States is generally assumed to have
developed around the turn of the century. For example, in
1891 Con-ress moved toward providing for watershed protection
in it authorized setting aside tue lirst forest reserves
fro . national domain. *" The Organic Administration Act
for NationaL Forests 2 (io97) and tae Weel-.e Act 3 (191*.) were
both involved with watershed management although this early
action was confined almost entirely to public lands and pri-
>ily toward preservation and improvement of forest cover.
The federal government became much more actively in-
volved in ail phases of conservation in the i.930 , s. The Soil
firosion Service In the Department of Interior was established
in 1933. One of its initial programs was to carry out demon-
stration projects on small watersheds; these projects were
successful in that they showed how certain physical, measures
could control erosion and decrease fLooding and sediment at ion.
Of far-reaching significance was the creation of the SoiL
Conservation Service in the Department of Agriculture in 1935.
It took over the activities of the Soil Erosion Service a:
has played a vital part throughout the story of watershed de-
velopment, In order to cooperate with the newly created SoiL
Conservation Service, several states created legal subdivisions
of ^overntaent known as soil conservation districts. Toe
. ., Statutes at Lar^e , XXVI, 1103.
2 U.S., Statutes at Lar^e , XXX, 3 .
3U.S., Statu ..argt , XXXVI, Part 1, 961.
.
'.
. ,
Inited States >Jov >tion Manual
(1966-7), published by The National ,uv and Records Ser-
vice, Washington, D.C., revised June 1, 196-
, p. 693.
5
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,
p. .
some 2800 soil conservation districts cover the farmlands of
the nation and provide the vehicle by which individual farmers
g«t technical and financial assistance from the federal gov-
ernment for conservation work. Specific recognition of the
need for upstream watershed protection came with the Flood
Control Act6 of 1936. This act, in addition to authorizing
the Department of the Army to construct large dams for down-
stream flood control, authorized the Secretary of Agriculture
to make surveys and to carry out works of improvement for
runoff and waterflow retardation and soil erosion prevention
on watershed areas. Surveys of many river basins were made
and eleven projects were authorized in 1944 but no work was
done until 1947 following the war.
All of the legislation discussed thus far and the water
conservation activity associated with it fall into one of two
categories. On the one hand were the federal public works
programs: reclamation projects carried out by the United
States Bureau of Reclamation, major river basin flood control
projects carried out by the United States Army Corps of Engi-
neers, and upstream watershed projects carried out by the De-
partment of Agriculture. All of these were major programs,
initiated, planned, and carried out by the federal government.
Favorable experience had been gained in some of the largest
river basins in controlling major floods through the construc-
tion of large dams and other major flood control structures.
6U.S., Statutes at Large , XLIX, Part 1, 1570.
On the other hand were the individual farmers. Wor/:in with
the Soil Conservation Service, they sought to establish water-
ways, construct terraces, build ponds, and improve fertility
on their privately owned land. The actual number of land-
owners participating in this program was generally small I
therefore much land remained untreated. Furthermore no indi-
vidual farmer was . ikely to construct a detention dam that
would inundate much of his cultivable land even though it
kit be for the good of the whole watershed program. Accor
to Gladwyn E. Youn._,, Deputy Administrator of the Soil
Conservation Service, "the conviction was growing that there
was a definite need for a pro^: :o bridge the gap between
7
work on individual farms and the major river improvement."
It wag at this point that Congress in 1953 authorizeu
five million dollars for sixty-five pilot watersheds'^ to serve
as demonstrations of what could be practically accomplished
by local organizations and the federal govern.aent wor^in^ in
partnership to achieve community watershed objectives. The
program was to be administered by the Secretary of Agriculture.
These pilot watersheds were to be widely scattered throughout
the United States; however, five of them were to be located in
Kansas. This would be the first specific watershed legislation
Wjn l. Young | Deputy Administrator, Soil Conservation
Service, U.S. Department of culture, "Watershed Le^isLation-
Federa^. i.aws, M U^torshed workshop , A Ueport on the Watersaed
Progrea in Kansas, Conference Proceeding Number 1, December 3-8,
195b OUnhAttani K nsas State College, 1956), p. 7.
a U.S., j 3u _. XVII, 214.
that would come within the scope of this paper.
There was at least some political conflict asscciated
with the passage of the pilot program. Its chief sponsor was
Congressman Clifford Hope of Kansas who went before the House
Subcommittee on Agricultural Appropriations in the spring of
1953 to plead for its inclusion in the appropriations bill.
Representative H, Carl Anderson, subcommittee chairman, and
others on the subcommittee were Agreeable to Mr. Hope 9 8 sug-
gestion, and the pilot program passed the House only to be
stricken in the Senate. Diligent work on the part of Mr.
Anderson reinstated the program into the bill in conference.
According to Mr, Leslie Johnson of the Soil Conservation
Service, the opposition was led by the Corps of Engineers
which feared that the pilot project would preempt part of
its zone of authority. He said that the watershed advocates
got carried away-«they believed that their solution was the
only solution. This caused downstream flood control end navi-
gation groups--Corps of Engineer's, Rivers and Harbors Congress
Mississippi Valley Association—to want to entrench. There
was competition for jurisdiction and for funds.
"
The single most fundamental piece of watershed legis-
lation passed by the federal government 1b the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act, Public Law 566, more
commonly known as "P. L. 566" or the "Hope-Aiken Act"
9 interview with Leslie Johnson, Assistant State Conser-
vationist, Soil Conservation Service, United States Department
of Agriculture, March 10, 1966.
passed in August, 1954. ° Under the program established by
tais act, the responsibility for initiating watershed devc
opment Lay with LocaL groups with the feder?. - role confined
to technical and financial assistance in carr- out the
program. To further avoid the appearance of federal domi-
nance the act also specifies that all project:-? p-cposed by
local organizations must be reviewed and approved by the
6tate government concerned. The locally initiated and state
approved application is then submitted to the Soil Conser-
vation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture
for approval and authorization of planning help. The Soil
Conservation Service make6 detailed field studies to deter-
mine what can be done, the structures needed, the co^t, and
the benefits. A most important point, one that is a basi6
for later conflict, is that the benefits, as determined by
the Soil Conservation Service, must exceed the costs. Once
a work plan is completed and approved, it is submitted to
Congress for the authorization of funds. For flood preven-
n structures the federal government will pay all engineer-
ing and construction cost6. Structures for other purposes
(irrigation, drainage, public recreation, fish and wildlife
?L opment, industrial and municipal water supply) may merit
some federal financial assistance dope upon rather com-
plicated circumstii- | the tit I toward more rather than
fewer opportunities to get federal assistance for engineering
l0 ].S. gtl i^e , LXVIII, Part 1, 666.
and construction. The local organization must obtain all
Land, issue contracts for construction, and maintain the
structures once they are compLeted. The Law provides, more-
over, for fuLL coordination between these Locally sponsored
projects and the federaLly planned and executed projects on
our major rivers.
The PoliticaL Conflict in Federal Legislation
The Watershed Prevention and Flood Control Bill was not
enacted without political conflict. Again referring to Mr.
Young's speech:
This legislation was actively supported by the
National Association of Soil Conservation Districts,
the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National
Grange, National Farmers Union, U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and ali. the national wildlife organizations,
and others. Despite strenuous opposition from certain
quarters, legislation was finally enacted and signed
by the President in August 1954. "
A study of the Congressional action on the bill reveals
that the "strenuous opposition" developed primarily over the
respective roles that the Departments of Agriculture, Army,
and Interior were to play in the overall field of water con-
servation. The bulk of this Army-Interior opposition appears
to have been presented in the Senate; the Defense Department
did not request an opportunity to speak against the bill in
a House committee hearing. However it was in the House as
that body was considering the bill in the Committee of the
Whole that Congressman Saylor of Pennsylvania spoke lengthily
^Young, Loc. cit.
8and strongly against the bill. He be. y point: it that
ne was the onLy opponent a measure and that he would
yield to no one. i!i6 basic argument was that the Corps c
y engineers and the Jureau of Redaction or the Interior
Department were aLready commissioned to develop and operate
control, navigation, irrigation, anc reclamation pro-
jects ana that Puaric i,aw 566 by establishing the Department
Agriculture in the same field would create a multiplication
of federal agencies M woutd be a viola ticu oJ oover
'3 ion's recommendations for Executive Department recr^an-
ition. Congressman Saylor called attention to the ^riciion,
difference* of opinion, j.ack of cooperation, and opposx
views of cost allocation that had existed oetveen tue Corps
1 Interior and fu cjtea that adding Agriculture to the pic-
ture would only further complicate matters. Furthermore Mr.
Saylor said that neither the ^jrps c_ |a| ineer*> nor tne
raau of Reclamation was invited to coLiiment on the bill in
o. fne congressman then quoted General Stargis, Chief
of the Bll| I .C...-3, to tiie e-tect that the bill was not in the
public interest, that it would lead to duplication anc confu-
sion in federal activities, and that it would lead to another
large ei- the federal {overment« Qongreao-
t bill d not, but should,
place the name restrictions and standards on the Secretary of
Agriculture tujt • .. on the Secretaries o;. and
Interior.
This conflict was recognized by Congressman Carl Albert,
Oklahoma, when he said:
For some unexplained reason in recent months up-
stream rivershed conservation has come under attack
from certain exponents of large dams. There seems to
be a feeling on the part of some that those who want
upstream flood prevention are violently opposed to
downstream flood control.
^
3
Later in that same speech Mr. Albert indirectly explained
part of the reason for the "attack" and at the same time
pointed up the fact that money is often a source of political
conflict:
It is. .. .ridiculous that less than two percent
of the flood-control dollar should be spent for flood
prevention while more than 98 percent is spent for
downstream flood control. It is our hope that the
passage of this bill will reverse this trend. *-*
The legislative history of the Watershed Protection
and Flood Control Act shows that the political conflicts
were resolved through the time-honored process of give and
take. For example, in Senate debate a limitation of 5000
acre-feet on the size of the structures to be constructed
by the Department of Agriculture was reduced to 2000 acre-
feet and in a conference committee it was raised to 2500.
Opposition to P.L. 566 along the way caused Congress itself
to retain authority for authorizing projects rather than
-L2U.S., Congressional Record , 83d Cong., 2nd Sess.
,
1954, C, Part 3, 3143.
13Ibid. , 3142.
L4Ibid.
^0
handing over that authority to the Secretary of Agriculture.
It was agreed that in certain instances projects would
submitted to the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclam-
ation for review and comment prior to consideration by
Congress. 1- 5
President Eisenhower, upon signing the act into law
on August 17, 1954, said:
This legislation is significant because it gives
new stimulus to local initiative and establishes for
tiie first tine a nation-wide program of conservation
practices based on the concept that farms, streams,
forests, and towns are all inter-related parts of a
watershed. It recognizes in practical terms that the
upstream part of the watershed, as well as the down-
stream part, must be taken into our plans if we are
to have the water we vitaliy need and if we are to
solve with maximum effectiveness three of our most
challenging problems-- soil erosion, floods and
drought. 1- 6
Kansas Legislation
Kansas too has a long history of leg slation pertain
to water, its use and its conservation. Some of the est
legislation goes back one hundred years; most of the legis-
lation during the state's first fifty years dealt with su
subjects as irrigation, drainage and flood control. There
was recognition al*. along of the complexity and interrelation-
ship of many of tha state's water problems. Information was
needed regarding the extent of our water resources, the
. S
.
, Legislative t.istory of the Watershed Protection
I Flood Prevention ^vct (Publ': Ljw 566, >>3J Congress)
,
Jnited States Depart .tout of Agriculture, Office of the Solici-
tor, Forestry and Lands Division, October 1954, pp. 8-4 .
10 I bid.
,
p. 64.
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characteristics of both Low and flood flows and a general
plan to guide development. Responding to this need the legis-
lature in 1917 created the Kansas Water Commission which was
to work out a general plan for the complete development of
each watershed in the state. *-7 The objective, the systematic
development of the state's water resources, was broad; how-
ever, the financing was so inadequate that a stream-gaugir.
program was the only significant accomplishment. The func-
tions of the Commission were combined with those of the State
Irrigation Commissioner upon the establishment of the Division
of Water Resources within the State Board of Agriculture in
1927. The depression of the 1930* s and the war of 1940»s
made progress difficult but some planning work was initiated.
The occurrence of the greatest floods of record in 1951,
followed immediately by five years constituting the driest
period of record in the state pointed to the need for a more
active, more cooperative planning program that would involve
all concerned federal and state agencies. These circumstances
led in 1955 to the establishment of the State Water Resources
Board as a planning agency in matters of flood control and
water resources development .*-° The two offices just discussed
are often confused but both are important to this study. As
they stand now the Division of Water Resources does administra-
tive work in the State Board of Agriculture while the State
1 7
^Kansas, Session Laws (1917), c. 172.
^ 8Kansas, Session Laws (1955), c. 356.
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Water Resources Board is more invoLved with the systematic
planning of the state's water resources.
Another Kansas legislative act that is appropriate to
this study is the Water Storage Law, 1- 9 enacted first La L929
and amended in 194120 and again in L95T.** The law provides
for a reduction in the assessed valuation of land for a period
of years where reservoirs are created for the collection l
stc of Burface water. The principle upon which the law
is based is that there is considerable public value in i
storage of water on private property, providing that those
who accept the compensation permit entry upon their proper
by the public in times of drought. The 1957 amend .lent ex-
tends the feature of reduced assessed valuation to situations
where land is donated to c watershed district for the purpose
of constructing flood detention reservoirs. The monetary
reduction in assessed valuation is determined by the total
storage capacity of the reservoir and is applied to the entire
contiguous acreage owned by the landowner. This property tax
savings serves as an inducement to the landowner to donate an
easement that would otherwise have to be acquired and paid for
by the watershed district through negotiation with the land-
owner or the process of eminent domain. e compensation thu6
provided will be onLy a partial payment, perhaps more than
^Kansas, Session Laws (1929), c. 205.
20
msfls, Session Laws (1941), c. 400.
2i
-Kan6as, Session Laws (1957), c. 533.
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one-half , but there is an added advantage: the landowner
retains control over the access to and use of the pond,
which he forfeits if the watershed district is forced to re-
sort to land condemnation.
Although the problem of water rights is not directly
involved with the works related to watershed development , it
is an associated and interesting topic that deserves brief
mention in this study. From the beginning the long-established
common law doctrine of riparian rights (landowner owns bed of
stream and water in it) prevailed in this state, but as early
a6 1886 legislation was enacted prescribing the appropriation
doctrine with regard to priority of right. The courts, how-
ever, held to the riparian doctrine, and it was not until
1945 that water users were able to establish their rights on
a priority basis with the passage of the Water Appropriation
90 23Act. This act, upheld in both the Kansas and United States
Supreme Courts, ^ establishes the principle that all water
within the state belongs to the people of the state as a whole
and that the state may therefore regulate the use of that water,
An individual may not claim ownership of this water but he may,
by following a procedure laid down in the law, establish a
legal right to appropriate it for beneficial use. According
to R. V. Smrha, the Division of Water Resources administers
22Kansas, Session Laws (1945), c. 390.
233aumann v. Smrha, 145 F. Supp. 617, 618, 619, 621, 625.
24352 U.S. «63, 775. Gt. 96, 1 L. fid. 2d 73.
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the law more as an educating process rather than a policing
action. Water users need to develop an understanding of and
a mutual respect for each other's water right*.**
The single most i.aportant Kansas law pertaining to this
study is tne Kansas Watershed District Act of 1953. 26 Topo-
graphical i.y, a watershed incLudes all of the land fix
to ridj;e that drains into a particular strea... It includes
the people who reside in the area and those that own or oper-
ate the land within its boundaries. liven more, it is the I
total of all the property and natural resources within the
area. Technically a watershed district is a special purpose
district created under Kansas law for the purpose of alle-
viating erosion and floodwater or sediment damages, and for
the conservation, development, utilization, and disposal of
water. It may be any size as long as it includes all of the
drainage above a selected point on a strea . Inclusion of
incorporated cities is optional.
The organization of a watershed district involves a
rciat deal of local initiative. Fir6t, a c.roup of leaders,
25
R. V. Smrua, Chief lin^inear, Division of Wa:
sources, Kansas State Board of Agriculture, "Watershed Legis-
lation—State Laws," Watershed Worksnop
, A Report on the
Watersned Program in Kansas , Con^er^ncc Proce i Number
December 3-8, 1958 (Manhattan: Kansas State CclLej.e, L958)
,
p. 13. The author speaks from first hand knowledge in fchla
matter for he is the holder of an appropriation right to
irrigate from i-yons Creek; he was furthermore threatened
with a lawsuit over the use of that right during the dry
1950* s.
Kansas, Kansas Statutes Annotated (1964), c. 24,
ec. 24-1201-2^-1233.
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caLied a steering committee, obtains an officiaL delineation
of the proposed boundary and then circulates a petition
among the landowners requesting organization of a district.
If 20% of the landowners representing 25% of the acreage
sign such a petition and it is approved by the Secretary of
State and the Chief Engineer, Division of Water Resources,
State Board of Agriculture, the steering committee forms
from its body a board of directors who call an election among
the qualified voters of the district on the question of or-
ganization. Qualified voters include any qualified elector
of the district and anyone twenty- one years of age or over
owning land within the district although not a resident
therein; a simple majority vote is required for organization.
After the initial organization the board members are elected
by the qualified voters for three-year terms. This board
is then responsible for the operation of the district.
A watershed district, actually a subdivision of Kansas
government, is similar to other units of government. It is
created along natural drainage lines and has the continuity
of life, power, authority, and resources to accomplish its
objectives of soil and water resources control and develop-
ment. Its taxation powers include an initial one-time author-
ization to issue no-fund warrants up to two mills on the total
taxable valuation for organizational expenses. Thereafter
watersned districts may budget, levy, and spend under public
accounting procedures an annual amount equal to two mills
L6
for b«neral purposes of administration, de _ L acti-
-ies and operations. In addition bonds up to 10% of the
valuation of the district may be issued provided they are
approved by an election of the taxpayers. In that same elec-
tion the taxpayers would decide whether the bonds were to be
retired by a general tax Levy or by a special benefit assess-
ment against the Landowners of the district. A waters', e- dis-
trict may aLso exercise the power of eminent - in and may
contract for the construction of projects. In so.-e cases the
district wiLL cooperate or contract with others engaged in
simiLar work, including a ancies of LocaL, state, and federaL
govern;ient. Watershed districts, established under the Kansas
Watersned District Act, are ideaLLy suited to sponsor federaL
programs such as the previousLy discussed Watershed Protection
and FLood Prevention Act. State Law requires that the generaL
pLan for the district, worked out cooperatively with the fed-
eraL government under P.L. 566, must be made avaiLable for
public inspection and hearing. Likewise, pubLic hearings
must be heLd re^ardin^ the method of financing LocaL co6ts
and if 20% of the Landowners request it, a reiarendum must
be heLd.
The PoLiticaL ConfLict in Kansas Legislation
There was Little opposition to the Kansas Watershed
it Act o- 3. The record flood of L95L caused mtmj
Kansans to be concerned with the prevention of another su
disaster. ocordin^ to LesLie Johnson, it wa6 Mr. Fred J.
L7
Sykes who pointed out that Kansas did not have the organi-
zation to carry out the federal, legislation being considered
by Congress. "It was a bomb," Mr. Johnson said in empha-
sizing the need for local entities of government. 27 Many
had thought that the already existing soil conservation
districts would serve as the units of government to carry
out the watershed program but they had a major shortcoming:
they were all organized on a county basis whereas watersheds
transcended county lines.
Mr. Clarence Rupp pointed out that 1953 was a most
favorable year for the passage of watershed legislation.
Besides the vivid memory of the 1951 flood, there was also
the knowledge that the Corps of Army Engineers was going
ahead with its major reservoir projects. Mr. Rupp said,
"There was lively support in counties close to Corps devel-
opments." In support of the watershed act Rupp listed the
Kansas State Chamber of Commerce, the Kansas Association
of Watersheds, the Farm Bureau and other farm groups.
Many knowledgeable people in this matter pointed out
that this study would be incomplete without contacting
William H. Avery. Mr. Rupp, for example, referred to him
as the "major architect of the 1953 Act." Mr. Avery was
vice-chairman of the Water Resource Committee in the Kansas
^'Interview with Leslie £. Johnson, Assistant State Con-
servationist, Soil Conservation Service, USDA, March 10, 1966.
p o
Interview with Clarence Rupp, Director of Research,
Kansas Farm Bureau, June 6, 1966.
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HouBe in 1 ad was chairman of the subcommittee that
drafted the bill. He confirmed the beliefs of Mr. Jor.nson,
Mr. i'upp, and otaers that there was no opposition to the
bili.. Mr. Avery emphasized that, economically, times were
good. Rainfall, had been adequate in the late 1940' s and
was more than adequate of coarse in 195L. Prices were good
enough. There was an "anti-federal government" mood in the
state; local, government was ready to "go it alon ." Ir.sofar
as water was concerned, the people were thinki a terms
of flood protection, not water supply, which later becan*
the big issue In the dry, middle 1950 , s. In explaining the
lack of opposition, Mr. ^ry emphasized tnat timing was
all important: "Two years before or after 1953 might have
found some opposition to the watershed act, but not just
then." When questioned as to why downstream interests
were not opposed to the act, he explained that people from
Kansas City and Burlington in a public hearing on the bill
wanted to be recorded in favor of the Corps program, although
they were not actually opposed to the watershed concept. As
to why the Kansas State Chamber of Commerce supported the
bill, Mr. Avery further explained that they had never opposed
the big-dam plan and that by J. ', 1953:
Things began to fall into place. Objective ob-
servers concluded that there was a place for both pro-
grams, c:y complemented each other. Downstream
interesis saw it as good politics to go along. The
whole thing developed as a kind of consensus. 2 *
Interview with William H. A\ February 4, 1967.
L9
The federal and state laws discussed in this chapter
provide the framework for the study of the local political
conflict that is to follow in succeeding chapters. Reviewing
briefly, the two laws of greatest consequence are the Water-
shed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, P.L. 566, which
provides substantial, federal assistance in the construction
of flood control works within a watershed and the Kansas
Watershed District Act, which created the watershed district
as a unit of government that couLd carry out the provisions
of P.L. 566. An intentionally superficial survey of the
political conflict surrounding the passage of the federal
and state laws must now give way to a more intensive study
of the average man's effort to implement those laws at the
local level.
CHAPTER II
INITIAL CONSENSUS IN THE WATERSHEDS
More than most other units of government, a watershe
district is a product of local action. The state will
"create" it and breathe the life of governmental power into
it only after leaders within the watershed have formed a
steering committee, successfully circulated a petition, and
secured a majority vote from the citizens of the proposed
district. This is neither easily nor quickly cone. One
must therefore ask "Why is it done at all?" Who are these
leaders? What i6 their motivation? How lon^ does it take?
What problems are encountered? What is the citizen reaction
to the project? It is to these questions that we now turn.
The basis for the remainder of this study is the re-
search of the development of two watersheds. Both were
selected on the advice of state and federal offici
familiar I hod development in Kansas; both have
had substantial political conflict but neither is atypical
of watersheds in Kansas. One is the Turkey Creek Joint
Watershed District No. 32, Dickinson and Marion Counties,
Kansas , chartered st 19, 1959. The other is the Lyons
Creek Joint Watershed District No. 41 , Geary, Dickinson,
Marion and Morris Counties, Kansas, chartered February 8,
20
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1961. Both creeks flow north to the Smoky Hill River;
Turkey Creek's mouth is at Abilene and Lyons Creek's is
at Junction City. They are part of the Kaw River basin. *•
More than any other single question, the author has
been intrigued by the one dealing with the local leaders
and their motivation. The question is basic because the
success or failure of the watershed program depends on
this leadership. Furthermore the core leadership in the
organization of a district quite naturally carries through
to become the guiding or driving force in the board of direc-
tors as the watershed later faces some death-dealing blows.
Those who are in a position to appraise the success
or failure of many watershed organizational endeavors verify
See appendix for a map of the Lyons Creek Watershed
District. A perusal of the map, which is actually part of
the "general plan" for the development of the watershed, will
reveal the following: the highly irregular overall boundary
of the district which includes parts of four counties, the
division of the district into fifteen "reaches" or subdis-
tricts, the location of proposed structures (detention dams)
for flood control and/or water supply, and the area to be
benefited by flood damage reduction. The shaded "area to
be benefited" would also indicate the Location of bottom-
landers along the main stream and its tributaries; the un-
shaded area would be that of the uplanders. The city of
Herington, barely distinguishable on the map, is located
just to the west of the large, circled No. 11. The proposed
Corps of Engineers Woodbine Dam would be located about where
the large, circled No. 3 is on the map; its reservoir would
extend south from that point for a distance of approximately
ten miles along the shaded areas. The appendix also contains
an outline map of the Turkey Creek Watershed District. This
map is much less complicated compared with the Lyons Creek
map, but it does show in great detail the main stream with
all of its tributaries. The reader may find it helpful to
refer to this footnote and the map occasionally as the above
subjects are considered in the text.
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the importance of sound locaL Leadership. CaarLes F.
BredahL, Executive Secretary of the Kansas State Soi. Con-
servation Committee, stressed the importance of "good Lead-
ership." He said that the chances for success are better
if the Leaders go sLower and are surer of their moves,
further stated that some of the confLicts of watershed de-
veLopment couid have been avoided if "common farmers had
used more business-like methods." It wa6 not all intention
to degrade the average farmer, but mereLy to stress the fact
that the farmer is often Less famiLiar with financial, tec -
nicaL, and Le aL probLems than is the city businessman.
When asked about the motivationai forces for the La -
tiation of a watershed district, Leslie Johnson of the USDA
Soil Conservation Service categorized his answer as foLlow6.
First, there are dedicated 6oiL conservationists who want
an organization and funds to carry out soiL and water conser-
vation. Second, especiaLLy in the Late L940 , s and earLy
L950 , s opposition to the Corps* big-dam projects was running
high. A third factor is that cities often see it as a way
to broaden the economic base of the area; much money wiLL
be spent LocaLLy, which wiLL be good for the whoLe com \uni
FinalLy, particuLarLy in eastern Kansas, there has been in-
crcasin concern regarding the suppiy of water for both
^erviews with CharLes F. BredahL, Executive Secre-
cy, Kansas State SoiL Conservation Committee, December 29,
, and February 4, L966. Some of the direct quotations
in thi* and succeeding chapters wiLL not be identified in
order to protect the author^ sources and to keep confidences
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agricultural and urban use. Mr. Johnson then cited exam-
ples across the state to support his contentions. In one
case ardent upland conservationists did an effective job
in getting land treatment and a Corps-proposed reservoir
on the stream brought in the bottomlanders; the result was
a strong overall organization. In a different situation
a small- town banker showed great local leadership in organ-
izing a watershed district that not oniy would bolster the
economy of the community but also would provide flood con-
trol protection to the town, the lowland irrigated flood
plain, and the railroad that serviced the area. Mr.
Johnson's contention is that "these kinds of public im-
provements start out as an idea in the minds of dedicated
individuals." He admits that some proposed projects have
never progressed beyond the steering committee stage, but
suggests that when this happens, it is because the leaders
have failed to convince the people that what they are going
to get will be worth the cost:
Often people are merely carried away with the
expected benefits of the program and are not well
informed as to the details of the cost and procedures
involved; this doesn't help sell a watershed project.
A city has experts in promotion and public relations
push everything they try to do. Farmers on the local
level don't do this. Contributing further to the dif-
ficulty of putting together a closely-knit team of
leaders for a watershed district is the fact that re-
presentatives from the various reaches of a district
that stretches along a creek for thirty miles or more
may very well turn out to be ten or fifteen farmers
who don't even know each other! 3
3Interview with Leslie E. Johnson, Assistant State Con-
servationist, Soil Conservation Service, USDA, March 10, 1966
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The autaor's study of the specific motivations for
Leadership in two selected watersheds both heart out the
observations of these knowledgeable state and federal offi-
cers and raises some other questions. In the case of the
Turkey Greek watershed a minister was one of the most
Leaders and his rural church brotherhood served as a vehicle
for stimulating interest in the community. There was a
genuine interest in saving the land, the God-given land.
The minister had seen the results of such a program in ano-
ther state and wished to do it in his community. There was
some interest in flood control but not much in water supply.
Big-dam opposition was not a motivating factor in the t>«-
inning for it was neither known nor suspected that I
Army £n^ineers would propose a major flood control project
on their creek.
Their first general meeting, at which their steering
:tee was formed, was "very well attended." A special
effort had been made to invite county-wide political and
business leaders as well, as the work unit conservationist
n the Soil Conservation Service and the county agri-
cultural agent. The speakers all emphasized the importance
of soil and water conservation; the meeting wa6 "very edu-
cational."^ but more important to this study is the fact
v\n account qJ is meeting is recorded in the minutes
01 tue sto - committer Of the Turkey Creek Watershed.
Meeting held at New Basel Church, RFD, Abilene, Kansas,
<-il 10, L956. Minutes located at the home of ^e,
RFD, Abilene, Kansas.
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that everyone interviewed agrees that there was no opposi-
tion to the idea of organizing a watershed district. There
was, in short, initial consensus in the watershed.
The motivating force in the Lyons Creek watershed was
primarily the desire to avoid a repetition of damage done
by the 1951 flood. Of course this necessarily implies soil
and water conservation, but the fact that the raost active
leaders in the early organization of the district were bot-
tomlander6 testifies to the paramount importance of flood
control as a motivating force. Again in this case there
was no knowledge that a Corps reservoir would later be pro-
posed on their creek but the early leaders of the district
fatefully chose as the program for their very first public
informational meeting a slide presentation of the fight
against Tut tie Creek. Little did they know that they too
would engage the Army Engineers in a prolonged struggle
against a big dam.
The favorable public reaction in these initial meet-
ings within each of the watersheds caused the steering com-
mittees of both to request from the Division of Water
Resources the official delineations of the watersheds and
the sub-watersheds and to begin circulating the petitions
required for chartering. Although the law requires that
9An account of this meeting is recorded in the minutes
of the steering committee of the Lyons Creek Watershed.
Meeting held at Lyona Methodist Church, RFD, Junction City,
Kansas, September 23, 1951. Minutes located at district
office, Woodbine, Kansas.
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twenty percent of the landowners repre> »ntin
t twenty-
I percent C i acreage si, n the petitions to call I
an election on tne question of or^anizin^ a district, the
steerin committees of both watersheds wanted a conside
ler percentage.
The process of circulating the petitions is lengthy
and costly. In one case the steering committee spent three
years in circulating the petitions and their lawyer spent
two more years in validating the signatures. Members of
the steering committees who actually carried the petitions
said that they worked slowly and carefully, that they often
found no one at home, and that the person confronted vi
the petition often wanted to "think about it" or would
L i if his neighbor did." One upland owner and renter
almost lost his rented land when his landlord, who disliked
terraces, learned that he had signed a petition. The total
time e-apsec iro;.i t first public informational meeting to
charteriu. in one watershed was ten years and in the other
seven. The delay i6 partially explained by the waning
interest during the dry years of the middle 19 0*s; however
the announce.nent by the Corps of Engineers in l v>58 that ti
dams were proposed lor both of the creeks immediately revi-
talized tue program. The total cost of petitioning in one
watershed was $ )00 and it was $1300 in the other.
^
°So ,uor.;ation include personal interviews
listed 1 i bibliography and studies of the minutes I
st . tea meetings of tue Lyons Greek and fur.
Creek Watersheds.
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A part of the organizing process, after the petitions
are approved by the state Oovernment and the voters of the
proposed district concur with its establishment, i6 the
selection of the board of directors. It is quite natural
and usual for the steering committee to become the new
board of directors; it was so in the watersheds studied.
Furthermore, in each there was one man above all the others
who played a dominant leadership role: he was one of the
very first instigators of the watershed idea; he was chair-
man of the steering committee; he became president of the
board of directors, and he serves in that capacity yet to-
day. Why will a man give so freely of so much of his time
and effort over a fifteen-year period to a cause which
brings him no direct financial remuneration? Why will he
give up so many of his evenings with his family and why
will he occasionally let his own farm work slide while he
works for the watershed? Why will he subject himself to
the personal abuse that is often associated with political
conflict?
When asked specifically about his own self-motivation,
each of the leading figures in the watersheds studied gave
strikingly similar answers. One man replied that he had
always been interested in soil conservation and that some
countries force their people to take care of the soil. Ad-
mittedly he was an uplander, but he nevertheless recognized
an obligation--in fact, two obligations: one, to save the
2 I
6oiI for future generations and, two, to try to keep his
water from harming those oelow him in the watershed. As
an active organizer and supporter of rural telephone and
•jtric service, he had repeatedly exposed to the
flood damage to those utilities. As a taxpayer he wanted
to save on the expense of maintaining roads and bridjes.
He contended that watershed treatment would enhance land
values, particularly bottomland. "Later, after the dam was
proposed, it had a psychological effect on me. I have seen
whole conmuniiries fall apart the moment a bi dam is author-
ized." 7 The other watershed leader, who is a bottomlander
but lives below a proposed bi6 dam, also mentioned soil and
water conservation as motivating factors, but stressed his
opposition to the extension of federal power that would |
with a bij., dam. lie had earlier lived in the area of a
Corps project and had come to the conclusion that a water-
shed pro^ra^ is not only less costly and wasteful, but also
far superior in that local people would plan and control
their own destiny.
Further questioning (if not prodding) by the author
evoked additional interesting comment from these men about
their motivation. One of them confessed that there was an
aura of power and ^lory associated with heading the watershed
•7
Interview with Grant £n^le, President, Turkey Creek
Watershed District, February 16, 19c .
iw with Hayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek
Watersned District, May 10,
As he pat it:
Not onLy do I know oar U.S. Congressmen, gover-
nor, and state Legislators, but they know me. They
call me on the party telephone line to inform me of
their action or to ask my advice. That is realLy some-
thing! It doesn't happen to very many citizens in
this country
.
Both men said they were ^ratified to serve the public. One
said that he was seriously contemplating entering politics,
and the other said he "would probably have enjoyed a career
in politics." It was while on this subject of motivation
that one of these men's wives interceded-- the only time
during a three and one -half hour interview. She said,
"I'll tell, you why. He likes to be in things. Ke likes
to fight!"
It is on this note that we now leave the initial period
of consensus in the watershed and the study of the leaders
and their motivations. Arenas of conflict lie ahead.
CHAPTER III
CONFLICT tflTUXI BU BUREAUCRACY
Although the atmosphere of consensus within the water-
shed districts prevailed for some time after they were char-
tered, a bureaucratic conflict soon developed. The boards of
directors challenged both the Soil Conservation Service and
the Army Corps of £n ineers. Later, the boards themselves
were cuailen^ed by their own citizens. It is the purpose of
this chapter to examine these three areas of bureaucratic
conflict.
The Local Boards Versus the
Soil Conservation Service
The boards of directors almost immediately found the -
selves involved in a conflict with a federal agency, tne Soil
Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agri-
culture. This conflict had two facets: first, getting the
Soil Conservation Service to do what was desired, and later,
getting S&s to proceed with reasonable haste in the face of a
threat to the watershed by a Corps project.
The boards of directors of both districts studied ciis-
reed with the Soil Conservation Service on the
Lt that could be claimed by their respective watershed programs
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The Kansas Watershed District Act prescribes that:
Upon the incorporation of the watershed district
the board shall cause work to be commenced on the pre-
paration of the general plan of the district. In addi-
tion to the general plan there shall be prepared an
estimate of costs as to installation, maintenance and
operation of the proposed works and information as to
the location and extent of areas thi t would be benefited
by the proposed works. •*-
It was the function of the Soil Conservation Service to
perform the engineering studies necessary to determine the
number and location of the proposed works and their estimated
costs and benefits. This is a most critical matter for if
benefits, especially, are found to be inadequate, the feasi-
bility of the plan itself will be in doubt and federal funds
for the construction of the flood control structures may never
be forthcoming.
In the case of one district, the potential benefit
accorded to the watershed was almost nothing. The general
plan submitted by the Soil Conservation Service provided for
only five structures, all located in the upper reaches of the
watershed, instead of the approximately twenty that the board
had expected. The members of the board were disappointed and
were "very cold" toward the presentation of the plan by the
SCS personnel. The board did not actually reject the plan but
requested that SCS "reconsider" the plan along the lines sug-
gested by the board. A few months later the SCS engineers pre-
sented a second plan which included fifteen structures and
i
^Kansas, Supplement to General Statutes
,
(1961), c. 24,
sec. 1213.
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provided control over 39% of land in the district. This second
pian was accepted b . oisili asionment and distrust of the Soil
Conservation Service was to linger for several, years. ly
or wrongly, the board believed that the Soil Conservation Ser-
vice arbitrarily decided that the Corps would probably build
a big darn on the stream and that the watershed program would
be feasible only in the extreme upper reaches of the watershed.
^
An associated and critical problem developed in this same
district involving the Soil Conservation Service. Because the
SCS personnel were busy on other projects, part of the en<. -
neerin^, study was farmed out to a private firm. According to
the chairman of the board, a "greenhorn" engineer showed the
contour map to peopLe without differentiating between t i
"nor al" pool and the "flood" pool. Contour map6 are conf as
to the layman and it was not explained that the flood pool
would result only occasionally and then only temporarily. The
engineer further complicated the matter by telling the people
that "no one should allow a dam that would flood all this lane.''
As soon as the board became aware of this, the Soil Conserv . -
tion Service was called and the young engineer was fired by the
private fir ... But irreparable damage had been done, and from
the board's viewpoint, the Soil Conservation Service, although
not totally at fault, must be held responsible.^
2 Interview with Gene Meuli, Vice-President, Turkey Creek
Watershed District, March 10, 19<>
^Interview with Grant . sident, Turkey Creak
Watershed District, February lo , 1°67.
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A study of the minutes of the directors 1 meetings of the
other watershed district reveals that it, too, conflicted with
the Soil Conservation Service as to the benefits that were to
accrue to the watershed program. The directors offered to
entertain the engineers at a dinner meeting at which time SCS
would present the plan. It was done but the directors were
displeased. The minutes record that it was "only half a
plan." There were only sixteen structures and they were so
far upstream that they could only be of benefit to the Corps-
proposed big dam on the creek. There was almost no watershed
benefit at all. The board at a later meeting moved to reject
the plan, "stating the reasons as diplomatically as possible."^
According to the president of the board, the Soil Conservation
Service explained that "regulations" determined what it could
do. The president then made a trip to Washington, D.C. , where
he learned that what the Kansas office of the Soil Conservation
Service had said and done was only its own policy and had no
basis in federal regulations. The board was then able to get
SCS to "do a little better but they still dragged their feet." 5
In an interview with the assistant state conservationist
of the Soil Conservation Service these criticisms by the local
watershed boards were put to him directly for answer. His ex-
planation was brief but clear. The SCS personnel are engineers,
^Minutes of Board of Directors' Meetings, Lyons Creek
Watershed District, June 6, 1963, to September 23, 1963.
5Interview with Hayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek
Watershed District, May 10, 1966.
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not politicians. Their studies are hydro*. ogicaL . They measure
flood depths, water run-oft, and soil erosion; they study the
flood history of an area and make flood frequency estimates
for the future. Their engineers, technicians, and statisti-
cians convert all such information to dollars to compare I
cost of a watershed to the benefit to be expected by it. "T e
Soil Conservation Service is objective." Of course, he admit-
ted, there are always "elements of compromise"; there is no
need for SOS to devise a project that the local people are com-
pletely unwilling to accept. SCS must reach an agreement wi.
the local boards if anything is to be done; however, "there is
a limit." When aslced whether he, himself, favored the waters:
approach or the big dam approach, his answer was that "Water-
sheds are no substitute for big dams. It just depends on who
is to get the benef it--those in the bottom of the watershed or
those on downstream."^
From the viewpoint of the watersheds' boards rs
the conflict with the Soil Conservation Service ran deeper than
just getting an adequate benefit assessment for Lie watershed
appro. Time was a vital factor, p< jlar^y for one of
the watersheds whicu oiten seemed to be losing a oar tie wi
the Army Engineers. The race was to determine whether the
watershed board could get their plan authorized ( i c ress
fore the reservoir project was given the green light. The
lervicw with i-eslie c. . Jounson, Assistant State Con-
ser ,nist, Soil Conser SDA, March 10, 1966.
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cooperation of SCS was vital, bat a^ain from the watershed
boards position, it was not forthcomi-. It was at this point
that a rather unusual procedure was followed, but evidently
with success. The president of the watershed district flew to
Washington, D.C., for a second time. In addition to several
others, he discussed his problem with his Congressman. The
Congressman suggested that the watershed president return home
and make an appointment to take the State Conservationist, the
top man in SCS, to dinner. The idea was to get him alone and
to get him away from the SCS offices. The president should
then mention that hi6 Congressman had suggested that the State
Conservationist be apprised of the situation as the watershed
directors saw it. It should be explained how SCS had slowed
them in developing their plan and how time was of the essence
in the conflict with the Engineers. This was all done in a
lengthy, leisurely, private dinner meeting. The outcome was
that the State Conservationist agreed to "go all out." He
promised that SCS would do ,f two years work in six months.'
The facts indicate that the watershed boards of directors
won both phases of their bureaucratic conflict with the Soil
Conservation Service. In both districts substantially in-
creased benefit was gained for the watershed approach by taking
a firm position against the first plan submitted by SCS. In
the case of the one district SCS did move ahead rapidly after
7 Interview with Hayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek Water-
shed District, May 10, 1966.
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promising to do 60. The victories were achieved, however, at
2 expense of 6erious personality dashes between members of
the two bureaucracies . Severa*. members of each watershed board
have expressed dissatisfaction, even distrust, of one particular
member of SOS. The best they can say of him i6 that he " i nt
be nl_ right now, but he sure wasn't at first." Some accuse
him of being bitter because he didn't get the top position in
SCS I few years a^o. Others 6ay he is pro-bi{\ dam. On the
other hand, one of the top SGS officials who has worked directly
witu bota presidents almost shouted his exasperation when asked
about his relations with one of the : iat man Lb an enie^aa
to :ue! I'll never understand him!" Another SCS comment re-
ding a watershed official: "He is a man in search of a
horse. 1 '
In concluding this part of the bureaucratic conflict, it
6'nould be recorded that these differences between the directors
and SCS went largely unnoticed by the citizens of the district.
Of course, it was generally known that their Dourd had rejected
a plan, but the average citizen didn't know just what plan it
was or why it had been rejected or what would be done next. The
average citizen would be vociferous indeed in other areas of
political conflict but not here.
The Local Boards Versus the
crps of on^.iueers
2 conflict between the watershed directors and the Corps
of Army £n&ineers has already been alluded to in this chapter.
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It will also be recaLled that in neither watershed studied
was a Corps reservoir a motivating factor in the inception, of
the watershed district. Once proposed however, the directors
of both districts Led the fight against the projects. In one
watershed the Engineers later withdrew their big-dam proposal,
but in the other the struggle is continuing at the time of this
writing. The watershed directors offered more than just oppo-
sition, as had been the case regarding other Corps projects in
Kansas; they offered an alternative- -the watershed approach.
The nature of this conflict was quite different from
that just discussed involving the Soil Conservation Service.
Regarding SCS, the contacts between it and the directors were
personal and direct and tne effort was to persuade each other
to take a specific action. Not so with the Engineers. There
seldom was a face to face confrontation; there was no attempt
by one party to induce the other to give up his position. The
conii.ict was to determine which contestant would win the support
of a third party- -Congress, the state legislature, the governor,
or the Kansas Water Resources Board.
The position and method of operation of the Army Engineers
are well known. Their parpose in Kansas is primarily two-fold:
flood protection and water supply, and these are for the cities
along the state's major streams. Consequently, support for the
Corps' program is strongest in such Kaw River cities as Manhat-
tan, Topeka, Lawrence, and Kansas City. The memory of the 1951
flood is still vivid; a growing population emphasizes the need
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for an assured water supply for domestic and industrial uses.
The ;neers are objective and ir.personu L ; tueir studies
merely indicate that a particular structure would reduce the
fLood flow by a certain amount; they don't know anyone i-iving
in the pools of their recommended reservoirs anc t >re t
can and do have a detacned attitude toward the displacement of
homesteads, ciiurche6, cemeteries, and towns. Silica the Jin : i-
neers are part ot tne Executive Branca, tnc; are not usual
thought of a6 an interest group. Tney may testify but the
efforts to wield influence are 1 f Left to those vao will
benefit by the Corps program.
The position of the watershed board is coasiaera': J-
ferent . They are directly and immediately and personally con-
cerned if a big dam i6 proposed in heir district. It becomes
a race against time tor if Congress should authorize a bi
m potential benefit remaining to the P.L. 566 program would
be greatly reduced. The watershed board must show that its
is more desirable. >e arguments offered generally
include tne following: the watershed treatment approach will
be considerably les6 costly (in one watershed it .5
million v. $17.5 million); it will be almost as effective in
controlling floods; it will not dislocate people; it wil^ not
iove property the locaL property tax rol-s; and it wi.
°For a reve account of the techniques used by the
Army Corps o. ,:.\ ineers see :r Haass, Muc- :ers; The
mrs aiu. .ion's Ki/qrj ( C>. .^rid.,e , Mas.
setts: ^rsity Press, - ." 1 ) .
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keep the water where it falls and store it in the ground,
which is the best reservoir of all.*'
The conflict then was to determine which 6ide would
claim the allegiance of the governor and the Kansas Water Re-
source! Board, of the Kansas Senate and House of Representa-
tives and more particularly the Water Resources Committee of
the House, and of the United States Senators and Congressmen
from Kansas
.
The tactics utilized included trips and calls to the
State House and Capitol Hill. The watershed directors sched-
uled bus tours of watersheds in various stages of completion
so as to convince the third-party decision-makers as to the
vaLidity of the watershed treatment program. The big-dam ad-
vocates pointed with alarm at floods on the streams where pro-
posed projects were not yet authorized. This was an especially
galling development to the directors of the watershed because
on several occasions Topeka and Kansas City newspapers reported
that their creek was out of its banks when in fact it had risen
only a few feet. The directors also scheduled the equivalent
of testimonial dinners at which the decision-makers were feted
and then propagandized by all of the various officials the di-
rectors could muster in support of their program. These
"officials" often included county commissioners, mayors of
9The case for the watershed approach is well stated by
Elmer T. Peterson, Big Dam Foolishness; The Problem of Modern
Flood Control and Water Storage (Mew York: The Devin-Adair
Company, 1954).
cities and towns witnin the watershed, directors from neighbor-
in, watershed districts, county agents, presidents f rectors
of 6oii. conservation districts, the president of the State Asso-
tion of Kansas Watersheds, and representatives of th* press.
There was always an element 01 running throu nout
this conflict, particularly the position cf che watershed
directors. This helps to explain part of the intensity c
conflict with the SoiL Conservation Service mentioned earlier.
A good example of the pressure on the waters ned directors was
related by the president of one. The watershed president was
contacted by one of Kansac* United States Senators and told
that somehow the watershed's plan would have to be authorized
by Congress in the then current session or the Senator t
no longer support it. The Senator stated that he had got the
big dam out of the hopper three times but that he couldr.
'
oppose the dam any longer. tie vas losing too many votes - r
Kansas City and other downstream areas on his watershed 6tand. °
Another ^ood example that will tend to sum up t
characteristics involved in this political conflict between -
board of directors and tha Corps of ^n^ineers i6 a hearing held
by the Water Resources Committee of the Kansas House and at-
tended by the author. The issue was whether -de
two Corp6-proposed big dams (one to be in one of the watersheds
bein^ studied ^>y the author) in the state's water plan. Inclu; ion
Interview with Hayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek Water-
shed District, May 10, 19(
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would signal Con ress to authorize them. The committee chair-
man designated one day for the proponents of the Corps projects
and another day for the opponents. On the day scheduled for
the proponents, the watershed president was in attendance and
his presence was noticed by one of the committee members just
before the hearing began. That legislator was not particularly
friendly to the watershed position and he asked that the water-
shed president be excluded from the hearing on the grounds that
his only purpose was to be better able to prepare a rebuttal
when his turn came. The watershed president admitted later
that that was exactly why he was there, but the committee chair-
man allowed him to stay nonetheless. The proponents included
delegations from each of the major cities along the Kaw plus
delegations from south central Kansas in support of the other
reservoir under consideration. The Leader of the Kaw delega-
tions was a prominent Kansas City banker. Their arguments
were essentially those already mentioned— flood control and
water supply.
Two days later the opponents of the big-dam proposal
presented their case. The watershed president wanted a show
of force and had over fifty people from his district in atten-
dance. At one point in the hearing they were all asked to
stand, an effort to impress the committee with the citizen-
interest in the district. After a moderately lengthy speech
in which he refuted the contentions of the big-dam advocates
and argued positively for the watershed treatment solution, the
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president caLLed in turn upon tne nayor of a smal^ city that
would benefit by increased water suppLy from a major structure
in the watershed plan, the president of the State Association
of Kansas Watersheds, the director of rese; ->f the as
Farm Bureau, and another member of his own board of directors.
Durin the questionin committee members, one legislator
from Iopeka asked a number of pointed, almost barbed, questions
and finally asked what the Kansas Water Resources Board recom-
mends . The chairman told him that a representative _rom that
board would testify before tne committee durinfc the foLiowin
week. 11
After the hearing adjourned the author sought out the
watershed president to ^et his impression of the proceeding.
The president was confident of victory. The sin Le It vocal
supporter of the big dam program came to the watershed presi-
dent after tne hearing and admitted that the hearing had con-
vinced him to favor the watershed solution. The committee
riian was opposed to including the big da. . The president
said he had a firm commitment from the Kansas Water Resources
Board to the effect that they would not at this time recomr.e
• inclusion of the big dam. ^ £ven so it was not total defe
i-or the Army iin ineers; their big dam in the south-central part
Kansas House of Representatives, Committee on Water I
sources, Hearing on the Inclusion of the Woodbine and Towanda
Reservoirs in the Kansas State Water Plan, Topeka, Kansas,
March 9, 1967.
^Interview with .{ayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek
Watershed District, Mar , 1967.
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of the state was recommended favorabLy by both the Water i'e-
sources Board and by the committee.
The Citizens Versus the Local Boards
Thus far in this chapter the watershed district directors
have been presented as Davids against the GoLiath bureaucracies
of the Soil Conservation Service of the United States Department
of Agriculture and the Corps of Army Engineers of the Jnited
States Department of Defense. But the board of directors was
itself a bureaucracy. Occasionally there was conflict between
the board and its employees or within the board itself, but
more often and more serious were the conflicts between the lay
citizens of the district and their "bureaucratic" board of
directors.
A watershed district does not employ very many persons,
usuaLiy only a lawyer and a manager, sometimes a secretary. In
both watersheds studied the directors at times felt that the
lawyers charged too much. The farmers who made up the boards
said they appreciated the education required and the time ex-
pended by the lawyers , but they were a bit shaken by fees that
accumulated at the rate of fifteen or more dollars per hour.
This problem prompted one board to consider means of tightening
control over their lawyer; they decided to require an itemized
list of expenses from him. * Charles Bredahl suggested another
problem when he said, "Much political conflict could have been
3iiinutes of Board of Directors 1 Meetings, Lyons Creek
Watershed District, March 10, 1964.
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avoided if lawyers were more versed in watersned law."^ In
one watersued at least three attorneys were contesting over
trie neanin^ of the Watersued District Act at various tines. In
one case two Lawyers, supported by their factions, went to the
Supre >e Court of Kansas; the is/je: the position of one comma
in the law! One of the joard presidents acknowledged that their
lawyer was "not too efficient" and there was serious consicie:
tion regarding his replacement. Another director said siar:
"Our Lawyer has caused trouble for us." Neither district, .iow-
ever, changed lawyers.
Conflicts between the boards and their managers have been
somewhat similar to those involving their attorneys. Managers
have been accused of drawing too much salary for "just sittin.
One board found it necessary to limit their lawyer to strictly
al matters and allow the manager jurisdiction over all
others; the board further instructed both the lawyer and the
manager to leave the big dam out of all their discussions with
citizens of the district. " From the manager's viewpoint, one
said that one of his hardest jobs was to educate the directors.
He had earlier worked up a slide presentation for the public
and then another for the directors. "Finally, the cobbler's
Interview with Charles F. Bredahl, Executive Seccc
Governor's Watershed Review Committee, State of Kansas, Decem-
ber 29, 1965.
"^Minutes of Board of Directors' Meeting, Lyons Creek
Watershed District, March 10, 19( .
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children will get shoe6," he said. ° One manager was removed
to a different capacity by the board; the other manager re-
signed after several years' service. Neither has been replaced
at the time of this writing.
Conflicts within the boards of directors studied have
only once been serious enough to be significant, as would be
expected in a group of fifteen or twenty men, not all are of
the strong, dominant, leadership type. A perusal of the attend-
ance record of one of the watersheds showed that some of the
directors attended fewer than one-half of the directors* meet-
ings.U In one of the watersheds the president has on occasion
"run roughshod" over some of the directors that questioned his
wisdom; he told them, "You are just against progress."
The outstanding exception to an amiable, cooperative rela-
tionship anion/; board members occurred in one district when the
board suddenly found a maverick elected to their midst. This
occurred some ten years after the inception of the watershed
district and four years after chartering; conflict in several
matters had by then become intense. Many citizens felt that
the board of directors was a "closed society" that needed to be
broken open. The whole episode is considered to be both suffi-
ciently interesting and significant to recount in some detail.
It was recognized in a board meeting that at the upcoming
^Interview with Henry A. Knackstedt, Manager, Lyons Creek
Watershed District, May 10, 1966.
17A 1 1 ead anee kecord , Board of Directors, Lyons Creek
Watershed District for calendar years 1964-1966 inclusive.
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annual meeting five directors' positions were subject to elec-
tion. The board proceeded to suggest the names of five men,
one in each of the subdi6tricts of the watershed, to serve as
a nominating committee. None of the five was a director. The
president then "exercised his power as chairman" to strike two
of the names suggested because, aLLe kdljT, they wee not in sv -
pathy with the watershed pro^ra^. Tais Left a three-man nom-
inating committee which Later nominated the five incumbent
directors and no others. However, one of the incumbents toLd
the board and Let it be known in his subdistrict that he rea..
did not wish to serve again. The watershed manager went to the
director's home and prevaiLed upon the man to run; he wouLd win,
couLd then resign, and the president of the board would appoint
u20t\e to lis Liking to the board. This was agreed to by the
incumbent
.
The stage was thus set for the annual meeting and the
election of directors. Ballots had been prepared which Listed
the names of the five incumbents and provided a Line for a
write-in candidate. The nominating committee chairman reported
that his committee offered the five incumbents, anu the chair-
man of the meeting caLLed for nominations from the fLoor. It
was at this point that the Leader of the faction opposing the
board of directors got the fLoor and addressed the one incum-
bent: "You do not intend to serve even if eLected, do you
The man oniy shook his head indicat I • aat he did not.
name was then withdrawn; the Leader of the opposition was
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nominated, and another less well-known man, sympathetic with
the board's policies, was nominated. In the election the leader
of the opposition won a seat on the board. In a different sub-
district an opposition candidate, also nominated from the floor,
narrowly missed defeating an incumbent. Members of the opposi-
tion faction attributed this loss to the fact that the incum-
bent's name was already printed on the ballot; in the race where
the opposition won, both names were write-ins.
Opinions differ as to the effect of having opposition on
the board of directors. Other board members say the opposition
director is totally ineffective; the position taken is always
in direct contrast to that of the majority. One director said
that tae "maverick" even seems to wait until he is sure he
knows what the board is thinking so as to be certain to be in
opposition to them. Another director said that they tolerate
him in their midst but disregard him as much as possible. The
crowning criticism of the man was that he was a "Catholic or
even possibly an atheist." The author was unable to detect
just which was the more condemning.
One instance of a board having an opposition member may
be described more fully. This opposition director was not
naive; he knew exactly where he stood with relation to the
other board members. He admitted that it would be frustrating
to have one's motions voted down but suggested that it was con-
siderably more disheartening to see one's motions always fail
for lack of a second. That was his situation. Of course, his
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big value was tu his faction: racy could at least make them-
selves heard and they were provided a better opportunity to
know waat was happenin . However, the director claimed that
he could inake a positive contribution if given the chance.
cited one example in which he pointed out a tecnnical error in
the preparation of the budget and explained how it should have
been done. The board disregarded him as usual, but the next
day took, the matter to a commercial firm. The result? It cost
the board $8L.OO to i.carn that the director was ri^ht . Twice
durin^ the interview with this director he blurted out that
the other board members were Communists: "We are fi_ Com-
munists all over the world and we've got them right here in
our own watershed! What else can you call them- -Communist dic-
tators! They won't Listen to the wishes of the people." This
was his most condemning invective against his life-Ion^ neigh-
bors. la
This preceding discussion of the conflict within the
board of directors leads naturally into what is probably the
most serious area of political conflict in the development of
these watersheds: the conflict between the board and the I
citizens of the district. The vatt majority of these ci-izens
have repeatedly emphasized that they do not oppose soil and
water conservation. The author has never detected a long-
standing personal * between any of these citizens and M
bers of the boards. It should also be acknowledged that not
Interview wit . Ll*a Kingsbury, Member, 3oard
Directors, Turkey Creek Watershed District, April 3, 1967.
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aLL of the citizens in the watershed are in conflict with
directors, but it will be shown that a significant percentage
is. These conflicts are not to be confused with rural-urban or
upiander-bottomlander conflicts; these will be dealt with in
a later chapter. Perhaps the best way to describe this con-
flict is in the words of some of the citizens: "We ju»t don't
like their tactics." What are these "tactics" that so incense
the citizenry?
A most important and basic conflict involves the matter
of nominating and electing board members. This was alluded to
in the preceding description of the tactics used by one board
in an unsuccessful attempt to keep an opposition director from
bein^ nominated and elected. A similar development in the
other watershed will show even more vividly the tactics used
by the men in power.
About three weeks before a scheduled annual meeting the
author, a citizen of the district and correctly known to favor
the policies of the board, was asked to serve on the nominating
committee. The committee, consisting of one of the "establish-
ment" directors, another man in sympathy with the board and the
author, met to consider possible nominees, The director stated
at the outset that the election could be crucial, that conflict
in the district was so great that the opposition might try to
unseat the president himself. From two to four possible nomi-
nees were selected from each subdistrict in which a director's
term expired. The incumbent directors themselves were all
renominated . Specific consideration was given to vnether or
not the person suggested was likely to be favorable to what
board was doinj. Was he known to favor soil and water c. -
6ervntion? Did he have terraces on his farm? Was he "progr
sive"? If the answers were believed to be "yes," | was listed
as a possible nominee. If "no," he was not. The committee was
careful not to choose anyone who was scheduled to have e I
detention structure on his farm. At one point the director
produced from the desk in the districts office a petition
against the board's policies ap.d M were Checked .aj ainst it
lest an opponent be nominated.
During the following three days the director on the :
mittee sought the acceptance of the potential nominees but ?ot
no one to run against the incumbents. Their reasons for d -
clininr were of two categories: they didn't wish to run a ainst
their friends and neighbors or they didn't know any thin' about
it and didn't wish to £o into it coLd. The committee convened
a second time and agreed to the following: first, that an
honest effort had been made to get someone to run against the
incumbents; second, that no one could be found who would do
so; and third, that the incumbents should be nominated, unop-
posed, by the committee.
On the t of the annua; meet I ithor was asked
to make the report of the nominating committee. He first apolo-
gised for the committee's inability to secure nominees to rv
against the incumbents; the incumbent* were then nominated.
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Ballots were already prepared with the incumbents listed fol-
lowed by a place for write-ins. There were no nominations from
the floor. The acting chairman during the election proceedings
declared nominations closed. It was moved to cast a unanimous
ballot for the ticket and it was done. The elation had moved
quickly and smoothly and quite satisfactorily from the board's
point of view.
Criticism of the nominating and electing procedure erupted
immediately upon adjournment of the meeting however. The author,
as figurehead chairman of the nominating committee, was sought
out by the man who is generally recognized to be the most severe
critic of the board's policies. "Why didn't you ask me to run?"
he said. He knew that the director on the committee had called
on several men in his subdistrict to be a candidate and he knew
that none of those contacted was known to be unfavorable to the
board's policies. The nominating committee's action was all a
"farce"; the committee didn't want any opposition to the board.
Obviously, the man had the committee analyzed perfectly.
When it was suggested that he could have been nominated
from the floor, the man began the second part of his criticism:
the election procedure was illegal. He argued that in no other
tax- supported organization is a nominating committee used.
Either candidates file for the office and printed ballots are
used with write-ins possible in the voting booth, or all nomi-
nations are from the floor and printed ballots are not used. He
asked if the election would have been delayed long enough to
print tiis nar.ie on the ballots if he had been nominated fro::, I
fLoor. If his name had not been printed as were the incumbents,
would have been at a definite disadvantage. e,
his nane should have been listed first on half the ballots.
"Our featured speaker tonight 6aid we must stand up for our
rights lest corrupt politicians take over. t's what I
doing." 19
This criticism was conveyed to the president of the
board. His answer was:
Our lawyer says the law doesn't say exactly what
election procedure is to be followed and that the way we
do it is all right. If he had 6tood up and moved to dis-
regard the nominatin committee's report and have all
nominations from the floor, I would have declared him
out of order. 20
The statement just quoted su^ bests anotner "tactic"
often criticized: the use of power sometimes arbitrarily, by
the presiding officer. Several references have already been
made regarding this matter: running roughshod over fellow
directors, writing off critics as merely opposing progress, ^.nd
reducin t the nuaber on a nominating committee, to name three.
At a public meeting in one of the districts the president de-
clared a somewhat obnoxious young man out of order. Many in the
crowd clapped and stomped their feet in approval, but the father
of the young man told the author that the president owed his son
an apolo
.
,
that the board had their manager and lawyer there
Statement by L -en itinkle, Hope, Kansas, following An-
nual Meeti ,yons Cr ek Watershed District, February 13, 1967.
20Statement by Hayes Beck, President, following Ann^
Meeti yons Creek Watershed District, February 13, 196 .
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to speak for them and that the opposition had a right to be
heard through their chosen spokesman. Another excellent exam-
ple occurred at a hearing on a proposed watershed district
plan. To be heard a citizen of the district is required to
write a letter to the board prior to the hearing in which he
asks to make a statement. At the hearing the chairman calls
on each person in turn and the statements are recorded verbatim
without comment by the board. Following the formal statements,
there is usually a question and answer period in which the
citizens have a chance to learn more about their watershed dis-
trict. At this particular hearing only two men made formal
statements. The chairman then said the board would receive
some questions from the floor but that the discussion would be
terminated at eight-thirty sharp. The author, sitting in the
audience, immediately sensed the hostility of many to the ruling
made by the chair. One man said that he took off an evening
and drove fifteen miles to come to the meeting and that he was
going to ask his questions no matter what time it was. Another
man asked why have a meeting il the board isn't going to ex-
plain what is happening. In answer to a question by the author
after the meeting, the chairman explained that the law didn't
require them to take any questions from the floor at all; any-
way, they wanted to have a directors' meeting yet that evening
as soon as the people cleared out . J-
Another minor but irritating conflict between the citizens
2lHearing on General Plan, .Lyons Creek Watershed District,
woodbine Grade School, Woodbine, Kansas, January 23, 1967.
and tae board in*'owed tae open iss of board meetings. After
a public meeting in a school in one of tae districts, the board
intended to have a meeting and hinted several, times that a
jple of hangers-on should Leave. The. did not leave; they
decided that they paid taxes on the school building too and
they were not c; oing to be ran off. Finally, the directors held
their meetin^ with the visitors in attendance. In another case
a man who frequently attended board meetings as a visitor said
he did so to try to "keep tae directors hone6t." In one of t
districts the board coramonLy met in the basement of the manager's
home. As one suca meetin^ was apparently b startc
a few citizens unexpectedly arrived. According to one of the
citizens tnere were only four directors present; they all beat
a hasty retreat upstairs where several telephone ca^le were
;nade. After thirty minutes or so had elapsed, enough directors
to comprise a quorum returned and the meeting proceeded. In
this same environment --the manager's basement--the onlookers
had no chairs, so they 6at on some boxes or the floor, but not
for lon L . uter board .^eetin^s the visitors a rived, pa-
raded through the manager's home and into his basement, each
carr. i lis own folding cnair! The president of the board
was not overLy enthu I about the presence of the opposi-
n faction at the board meetings. He said that they some-
times c,ot so loud taat he had to call for order.
;e most serious tactical conflict between the
citiaens and thfjlr ^jreaucratic board of directors involved
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the petitioning process . It wiLl be recalled that Kansas
watershed law requires the circulation of a petition by the
steering committee prior to the issuance of a charter. Once
created the first major duty of the board is to present a plan
for the development of the watershed; again the law provides
that petitions may be circulated which will force a referendum
on the pian submitted by the board.
Several problems involving the petitioning process were
common to both districts. In some cases the men carrying the
petitions didn't fully understand what was at issue and there-
fore could not answer questions or, worse, ga ;/e either mis-
leading answers or outright misinformation. Petition carriers
were accused of telling prospective signers that certain citi-
zens had signed or had promised to sign when in fact they had
not. There was also the matter of verifying the validity of
signatures; some were found not to be bonafide landowners or
qualified electors, and women often used their husbands' given
names instead of their own in their signatures. The board
threw these out, of course.
Of greater significance was the allegation in one dis-
trict that the petitions to charter were substituted by the
directors (steering committee at that time). Those who made
this charge said that the original petitions called for nothing
more than that the individual landowners should install such
waterways, terraces, and ponds as they saw fit with the aid of
the federal government, a program used by farmers over the
country lor many years. It is farther alleged that the peti-
tions were so constructed tuat the part with the si^ni-tures
could be disengaged from the part containir. • statement
bein^ petitioned and that tnis was in fact done and that t
substituted statement called for the establishment of a water-
shed district under the Kansas Act and the .ope-Aiken (P....
program. The president of the board said the charges were to-
tally unfounded and that original petitions, as circulated,
are on file in Topeka and may be inspected by anyone. Citizen
distrust of their board existed nonetheless.
Bota watersheds studied have been involved with a peti-
tionin process that goes to the very life of the pre r
the method of financing. The law provides that after the
riral plan is adopted by the board, a public hearing shall
be held and that opponents shall then have thirty days in
which to submit petitions requirin^ the board to hold a re-
ferendum on the method of financing. The substance of this
issue will be dealt wita in a later chapter under tie heading
of conflicts between uplanders and bottomlander6 . Mere t
emphasis is on the tactical conflict between the citizens to
the board of directors. With what success can citizens use
the petition against their i.ocal bureaucracy?
The public hearing on the genera j. plan ior one district
produced a large crowd and fourteen men who made formal state-
ments opposing tome aspect of tae plan. The board had soli-
cited several organizations to send representatives to sp«?.
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in favor of the plan, bat the question and answer period pro-
duced evidence of considerable opposition. 22 The board was
not surprised when it received within the thirty-day period
a petition to hold a referendum on the method of financing.
After expending time and effort verifying the signatures
on the petition, the referendum was scheduled; the time elapsed
between the hearing and the election was almost ten months.
During the month immediately prior to the voting the board
scheduled informational meetings at several locations within
the district. The author attended one of them. 2 * The most
singularly outstanding fact about the meeting was the poor
turnout. The board was hoping for 100 or more; there were
nineteen people present. The president spent a few minutes
explaining the wording of the resolution, and then opened the
meeting for questions and comments. Of most concern to this
issue involving the tactics of the board ware questions about
what would transpire next, depending on the outcome of the
voting. If "yes," the board would proceed to carry out the
plan. If "no," the board would schedule a second public hear-
ing on the plan and if petitions were not received within
thirty days, they would proceed to carry it out. Several men
in the audience didn't like that at all. One man said, "That
doesn't seem very fair, does it!" Another said, "How is it
Hearing on General Plan, Lyons Greek Watershed District,
Woodbine Grade School, Woodbine, Kansas, February 10, 1966.
23Inf ormational Meeting, Lyons Greek Watershed District,
Woodbine Grade School, Woodbine, Kansas, November 16, 1966.
that you directors can tubalt and rtflttbodLt your pLan even after
we vote it down?" The president just smiled.
s sraiie did not Last long for just a few days before
the referendum there appeared in the two major newspapers
the area one-quarter page ads urging "VQ- I ." The messc
• ad wa6 attempting to convey was that a "yes'' vote would
e the board unlimited power to levy taxes. It statec,
resolution is unfair and dangerous!!" It was paid for by an
"Ad Hoc Committee to Expose and Defeat" the resolution. ^^ The
president tried to counter the effect of the ads by personally
appealing to the voters via radio but it was to no avail. The
resolution was defeated by twenty-four votes.
True to his word, the president conducted a second public
uearing six weeks alter the referendum defeat. Thm only change
was in the wording of the resolution; the substance re ieG
unchanged. The president's justification lor resubmit t.
plan was that the "levy limit was not clear in the earlier
resolution."
The next tactic employed by the board was clearly de-
signed to intimidate the opposition into refrainin fr
mitting a petition that would force a second referendum,
annual meeting of the district was held just three weeks after
the second public hearing on the plan. The area newspapers
ilerin^ton Advertiser-Times , December 1, 1966, and
or-Jlu-orii'cT'c
,
December • 'j6 .
aearin^, on General Plan, Lyona Creeic Wau iCt,
Woo rade School, Woodbine, Kansas, January 23, l v. 57.
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reported that in conjunction with tae annual, meeting "the board
of directors have inaugurated a new policy of publishing a
financial statement before the annual meeting."26 Rather than
using the "le^al notices" type of announcement, the board
bought an ad themselves, and in it gave a breakdown of the
"actual normal expense" and the "cost of the election." The
cost of the election, $1514.50, was impressive; the message
the board nad in mind was clear. During the annual meeting
the financial statement was reviewed with emphasis on the cost
of the election. "We just want everyone to know how much it
cost the district," the president said. The reaction of the
opposition was predictaole: before the thirty-day limit ex-
pired, they filed their second petition calling for another
referendum. (It has not yet been held at this writing.)
Similarly in the other watershed, those opposed to the
board filed a petition calling for a referendum, but in this
case the board chose the tactic of trying to break the peti-
tion. The board printed slips of paper which stated in effect
that the signer had not understood the referendum petition and
wished to have his name removed. The directors and the manager
then proceeded to persuade just enough eligible voters to with-
draw their names to invalidate the petition. This tactic so
infuriated the opponents that they brought suit in district
court against the directors for their illegal method of fi-
nancing. Briefly, the court* s decision was that the method
26The Junction City Union , February 9, 1967.
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of financin was not declared il ,ut that the board was
dered to hold the referendum after all. (Trie court also
took the rather unu: ction of orderi e partially vic-
torious defendants, the directors, to pay all court costs and
i
pLaintiffs' attorneys' fees.)
The referendum was held as ordered by the court, and
voters in the district approved by a majority of slightly more
than 2-to-l the board of directors* recommended method of fi-
nancing. 27 Upon losing the election, the opposition immedi-
ately appealed the district court's verdict to the Kansas
Supreme Court. ^
There is an ironic twist to tnis whole episode that
both sides recognize. The president of the board said, "<_
is take was in not honoring that petition. As it turnec
out, we won easily, but we angered a lot of people anyway."
Tne leader of the opposition said, "If the board had honored
that petition, we would have lost the election, and we would
have had no ^rounds for suing them."
27Abiiene Reflector-Chronicle
,
March L8, 196 .
The author has read the brief submitted by the opposi-
tion to the Kansas Supreme Court. Reading it was an interest-
and educational experience. At this writin^. the couri
uded down no decision. It i6 the author's understanding that
the State Legislature is in the process of amending the Kansas
Watershed District Act 60 as to make le^al all of al _y
acts of the Turkey Creek board. The reason for the
action in the legislature: more than a doxen other watersheds
in tue state have done just as the Turkey Creek board has, ]
they don't want their action voided by an unf vorable court
decision.
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One last source of conflict between the board of directors
and the citizens of the district involves public relations or a
communications failure on the part of the board. The citizens
do not consider this to be an unethical "tactic," but neverthe-
less feeL very strongly about it. The board, for its part, at
Least partially recognizes the problem but finds it a difficult
one with which to cope.
The most frequent criticism, made in both districts, was
that no one ever told a landowner that a flood detention struc-
ture was to be located on his place. "Nobody asked me if they
could put a pond on my farm." "I didn't know I was to have a
dam until I saw the plan published in the paper." "Why didn't
one of the directors come to me and explain that 'benefit
business'?" After the first hearing on the general plan the
secretary of the board told the author that "every man who
spoke against the plan should have a personal call from a
director, but it won't be done."
Another director pointed out that the casino (card par-
lor), located directly across the street from the watershed
office, was the source of countless erroneous stories about
the watershed program. Some stories exaggerated the salaries
of the district's lawyer and manager. One had it that the two
mill levy would never be stopped; if it weren't needed for the
watershed, the directors would give themselves a raise.
^Interview with Jack Staatz, Secretary, Lyons Greek
Watershed District, Woodbine, Kansas, May 10, 1966.
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and possibly tne most damaging to . | program, de-
nounced the advantages of donating sites and everyone to
force the directors to condenn the 6ites and pay the Landowners.
"If they would just waLk across the street, they could know the
truth," the director said.
10 what degree of intensity will citizens carry this
conflict with their own local bureaucracy? It has been shown
that they will nominate and elect an opposition director,
petition against their procedures, and vote down their recom-
mendations in a referendum. But they will do more. So.e citi-
zens have resorted to shouts of "Liar!" and considerable direct
cursing of the directors in hearings and annual meetings. Di-
rectors have occasionally been invited to step outside and
"settle this in the true school-boy tradition." None has.
Perhaps the limit of the exasperation lelt by the citizens
is exemplified in their handling of the minister who was, it
will be recalled, a leader in the establishment of one of the
districts. Although not a member of the board, he was definitely
part of the bureaucracy from the viewpoint of the citizens. How
does one oppose a man of the Gospel? Many did the obvious; they
left the only church they had ever attended. Others chose to
encoura e the minister to leave the church. In addition to
the numerous ways that one human bein shows his displeasure
with another, someone shot the preacher's saddle horse. \e
director swears that he knows that a certain opponent of the
board's policies did it; others in the community ac rce but no
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arrest was made. Circumstances were such that everyone agreed
that the minister should go. He did, but the wounds in the
church are slow to heal.
In review, this chapter has stressed the bureaucratic
political conflict in the development of watershed districts.
In their struggle with the Soil Conservation Service and the
Corps of Army engineers, the directors appear to have been vic-
torious. On the other hand, the conflict of the citizens of
the district against their own bureaucracy, their board of
directors, could possibly be the undoing of the whole program.
As one president put it after the board received the second
petition demanding a second referendum, "I have told everyone
from the State Soil Conservation Office in Saiina to the leg-
islators in Topeka to the Congressmen in Washington that there
were no conflicts within the district. Now look at it. It*s
real discouraging."30 The following chapter will deal with
the substantive issues involved in those conflicts.
Interview with Hayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek Water-
shed District, Woodbine, Kansas, April 2, 1967.
PT&K IV
XiNFLICTS AMONG T - dSTS
In time the initial, solidarity of the citizens of the
watershed district gave way to a badly fractured coTjnunity . It
will be recalled that in the berinnin^ and for several years
thereafter there was substantial consensus regarding the advisa-
bility of establishing a watershed district. The value of soil
and water conservation, and later, the need to fight the fa
dams were generally recognized and accepted. The "lost severe
and laost basic jolt to that consensus was associated with the
publication of the district's general plan. For the first
m people began to see the watershed district as 6omethi
it rai^ht hurt their own individual interests, even though
it might peruaps benefit the area as a whole. Two major con-
flicts amonu the interests have be m identified: an uplander-
bottomlander conflict and a rural-urban conflict.
Laplanders Versus Bot tomlanders
The uplander-bottomlander conflict has two facets, both
of which developed at about the same time. The first involved
the size and location of the structures. Generally, a land-
owner wanted the structures to be small, or better, to be
located just upstream from his own land. This was to his bast
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interest for in the watersheds studied, a structure on one's
Land would almost certainly inundate some valuable crop land,
and if located just below his own land, the owner might have
to contend with flood-pool water backing up on his land several
times each year. The most catastrophic development from the
point of view of an individual landowner would be for a struc-
ture to inundate such a substantial portion of his land, perhaps
including his buildings, that he would be forced to move. Fur-
thermore, since all of the water-retarding structures in a
watershed development project are located in the various reaches
or tributaries of the main 6tream, the uplanders as a group
found it easy to be critical of a program that caused them to
make all of the sacrifice and allowed the bottomlanders along
the main stream to reap all the benefit. Perhaps, thought the
uplanders, it would be just as well to let the big dam cover
up the bottoalanders if the watershed program was going to do
the same to them. Many of the uplanders did in fact voice
disenchantment with going ahead with the watershed program.
After all, the Corps had never been defeated; the bottomlanders
would, sooner or later, be covered up anyway. Ponds on the
farms of the uplanders would in the end only act as silt traps
for the reservoir. Here the uplanders saw themselves not only
making all of the sacrifice, but doing so futilely.
The uplanders 1 concern over what to them appeared to be
their great sacrifice precipitated the second facet of the up-
lander-bottomlander conflict: the method of financing the
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watershed projects. The uplanders woui-d see to it that the
bot I iders paid for the watershed treatment; tneir too.
would be the benefit-assessment method of financing rather than
the district-wide mill Levy proposed by the boards of directors
in both districts studied. Conflict wouLd be intense, but the
effort would be made.
It is deemed appropriate at this point to present the
research to support the overall outline of the uplander-bot-
touilander conflict describe in the above paragrap
Much evidence already submitted attests to the - -
consensu.' in the watershed district; board members and citi-
zens alike a ree on this point. It is just as one man--the
maverick on the one board--said, "Sure, everyone was in agree-
ment until they be&an to find out what was going to happen I
then;!" In that district trie landowners fir6t 'ce^n to realize
tue implications of the program when the " reenhorn" engineer
showed several people the contour naps. In the other watershed
the opposition developed when the eneral plan was published
and was clearly expressed at the hearin^, on the gene- ^Lnn.
At that time eleven landowners i Lly exprest>ed tneir oppo-
sition to tne proposed locations of structures on their property
or just below i:
.
The situation of one of tuose landowners, better than |
the others, portrays a man attempting to protect his own in-
terests. The proposed structure would be the largest one for
^Hear n General Plan, i^yons Watersned District,
Woodbine Grade SctiooL, Woodbine, Kansas, February 10 jo.
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flood control purposes in the district and it would take so
much of trie owner's farm that what was left would not comprise
a productive unit. The unavailability of nearby land to either
rent or buy made his position hopeless. In the hearing he ca5
that he opposed the size of the proposed structure; it would
flood him out. He suggested two smaller structures upstream;
he said he favored the watershed program. The author ques-
tioned the district president a fex* days later about this par-
ticular structure. He said that it was indeed too bad that
this particular landowner would have to be dislocated; he has
always been a strong supporter of soil and water conservation
and had even served as president of the county soil conserva-
tion district. But, the president said:
We won't change the dam on his place. We take him
to Salina (the state headquarters of the Soil Conservation
Service) and explain it all to him and he seems convinced
that it is the only thing to do, and by the time we* re
half way home, he has changed his mind. You just can't
educate him.^
The landowner himself said he merely wanted the board to con-
sider the smaller dams above his farm. He said that there was
a big job to be done yet in the district: the people had not
Deen informed; they just don't know what it is all about and
how it will affect them. They subscribed to many mistaken
ideas. His experience as a director on the county Soil Con-
servation District board taught him that people often acted
2 Ibid .
Interview with Hayes Beck, President, Lyons Creek Water-
shed District, Woodbine, Kansas, February 9, lv66.
. spoke without reaily knowing what they were doin
.
H
..ere,
surely, was one upian^ar who saw himself making a very great
sacrifice for the LeneJit of the bott oral and ers
.
Other uplanders saw their sacrifice in terms of tl.e in-
creased taxes they would have to pay--a^l to the benefit of
the bottomi-anders. The securin, of a charter impowered the
board to levy two mills to cover administrative costs of opera-
tin,-, the district. This alone was criticized by many uplanders,
particularly when it was learned that the revenue was c oinc to
pay -salaried lawyers and managers. The board has expected
the Landowners to ae induced to donate sites bee ise of the
reduced property valuation feature of the law described earlier.
Several of the uplanders have stated that they will never do-
nate sites; they propose to force the board to exercise its
power of eminent domain and demand a cash settlement for their
land. This prospect immediately becomes a threat to the in-
terests of all uplanders, whether they have a site on their
individual farms or not. Who will pay for the sites that must
be condemned? The boards in both districts have acted so
strongly on the as.; option that the sites would be donated that
they have proposed no method of financing beyond the district-
wide two-iuill levy, as was indicated in an earlier chapter,
the uplanders in both districts have challenged this by peti-
tioning, voting down the proposed method of financin , and
r\g to court over it.
Interview with Eu/.ene Schlesener, Hope, Kansas, April 7,
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The board has another alternative: it could float bonds
and retire them over a period of years through an additional
district -wide levy or it could retire them via a tax levied in
accordance with a benefit assessment on the landowners in the
watershed. It is this latter method of financing that has the
reate6t appeal to the uplanders. In every hearing or infor-
mational meeting held several uplanders argue that they get
no benefit from structures below their own farms and should
not have to help pay for them; they argue that the board ha6
chosen the least just method of financing. This conflict has
caused many uplanders to oppose the watershed in its entirety;
they say they can build all the ponds they want through other
federal government programs.
The bottomlanders in return argue that if the big dam
goes in, the uplanders will have to help pay for it and suffer
an additional tax burden when all of the bottomland in the
reservoir is removed from the tax rolls. The bottomlanders
also argue that the cost of the x^atershed will be offset at
least in part by savings on repairs to roads, culverts, and
bridges. They further argue that the uplanders have a :.ioral
obligation to keep their water where it falls rather than
allowing it to wreak havoc on the lowlands. The bottomlanders
therefore are able to justify a district-wide tax levy rather
than the benefit assessment method of financing.
The directors of both districts studied opposed the bene-
fit assessment method. They point out that only one other
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district in Kansas even attempted to use it; it failed to
raise sufficient revenue and the district had to faLL back l
Ultra! Levy.' The directors also argue that the appraisal
of the amount of benefit tnat may be assessed to each land-
owner would be extremely difficult, expensive, ti:ae-cor>.
and would cause law suits within the district as landowners
contested the amount of benefit assessed against their indiv
ual farms. °" In short, the directors of both districts hold to
the belief that sites will be donated and that all costs can
be covered by the basic two-mill levy.
The uplanders are not to be counted out in this conflict.
As the maverick director said, "When I finall: ired out
what the board had been trying to pull off, I put on my Paul
Levere cap and took off to alert the countryside." Ne :dless
to say the countryside is alerted. The law suit initiated by
those uplanders is at the time of this writ in;- in the Kansas
Supreme Court and the case itself has attracted statewide
attention in watershed circles. Furthermore a move is afoot
The district that tried the benefit-assessment method of
financing was the Walnut Creek Watershed District in Nemaha
and Brown counties in northeastern Kansas.
°For an argument that the benefit -assessment method of
iiuancinj- is technically feasible insofar as the engineer*
problems are concerned see James Furse, "Benef it-Assessment
:hod of Financing a Watershed" (unpublished Master's di -
sertation, Coli-e^e of Engineer. . Jniversity of Kansas. 2).
The author personally interviewed Mr. Furse on December 29,
Mr. Furse said that he took the side of peo-
ple against the Soil Conservation Service; he wanted to show
that local people in their own watershed could make the bene-
-assessment method of financing wo:
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to get the state Legislature to change the technicalities on
wnich the uplanders* case is based. No matter which side
wins, the aftermath of this uplander-bottomlander conflict
will haunt these two communities for a long time.
Farmers Versus Urbanites
The second major conflict among interests is the rural-
urban conflict. This conflict only developed In one of the
districts studied for only the one had an urban center, a
small city of about 3000 population. This city serves the
farmers in much of the watershed district: banking, implement
dealers, grain elevators, livestock auction, and veterinarian
as well as shopping center, schools and churches. Rural-urban
relations were good. In chartering the watershed all incor-
porated cities within the area of the district were excluded
from the district itself; that is, the district surrounds but
does not include the municipalities. Nonetheless the city
in question had a vital interest in the success of the water-
shed: the city was badly in need of an additional water sup-
ply, and one of the tributaries of the main creek ran through
the city, often flooding homes and businesses.
As before there was quick and easy initial consensus
among the farmers that the city's needs should be met. Few if
any farmers either knew or cared about just how those needs
would be met. But also, as before, conflict would come. It is
the timing and the source of the conflict that appear to be
significant.
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At the first hearing on the district's general plan, the
board had invited the mayor of the city to speak in behalf of
the plan. The mayor pointed out that the city's present lake
was silting full and that tha city needed additional water
supply for "industrial use and other purposes." The only in-
dication of a future conflict was in an incidental remark made
by an uplanaer in a statement opposing the method of f inane
i
he said, "Property owners in rierington will Denetit graatl
7tney should have been included in the district."
Nine months later at an informational meeting and almost
a year later at tne second Hearing on the general p^an, the
questions and comments about the city's role were both more
erous and more barbed. The farmers wanted to know who
woui.a pay for the extra water storage (above "normal pool" in
a regular structure) and for any recreational benefits for
city sportsmen. One man said that "Herington wants us to
spend our two mills to <^ive them flood protection ana a water
supply." Another man followed that with "I've never seen t:
levying taxes to help us; why should we do so for them?"
mere were questions as to • er t'ue city would provide the
site, pay for the water, and be allowed to control access to
the Lake, v^uen it was explained that the city would acquire
the site ana pay ior everything it wanted beyond that supplied
7 hear >eral Plan. Lyons Creek Watershed District,
Woodbine Grade School, Woodbine, Kansas, February 10, 1966.
ikers quoted were John Nagely, Mayor of Herington and l.oren
ukle, nope, Kansas.
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by a regular flood detention structure, one farmer demanded a
"yes" or "no" answer from the directors as to whether the city's
promise was in writing. Another farmer snorted that any such
promise on the part of an elected commissioner would be mean-
ingless anyway; the next ones could break it.
It should De noted that the farmers who thus criticized
the city did not represent a cross section of the rural inter-
est; they were uplanders to a man. In ail of the hearings,
meetings, and discussions attended by the author, the uplanders,
and only the uplanders, have stated the so-called "rural inter-
est" in the rural-urban conflict. The board of directors and
the district* s lawyer and manager have answered the criticisms
leveled by the uplanders. The bottomlanders remained quiet.
Excluding the incorporated municipalities from the water-
shed district caused one other minor conflict. A resident of
one of the small towns presented himself at the polling place
in the referendum on the method of financing. When he admit-
ted that he owned no land outside of the city limits, he was
told that he could not vote. He became 60 incensed that he
called ttie county clerk, who told him that he could ote "as
far as she knew." He was still denied a ballot, and finally
left, complaining that the watershed people didn't know what
they were doing--he wanted to vote for their proposed method
of financing.
A word of caution is due lest the reader get an incorrect
impression of the intensity of this rural-urban conflict. In
the first place, it appears to be a ratification of the up-
lander-bottomlander conflict. More particularly, it appears
to oe an effort by the upianders to thwart the plans of the
board of directors. There reaLLy is very little ill will be-
tween the city involved and its hinterland. The mayor of the
city confirms tuat to his knowledge there has been no boycot-
ting of the city's merchants, no withdrawal of bank accounts
and no division within the city's schools and churches attri-
butable to the watershed conflict.
In fact, cooperation rather than conflict is often the
relationship that exists between rural and urban interests.
The case of the city of Atchison in the northeast corner of
Kansas is often cited. Atchison needed flood protection;
the watershed district or^anizeo and built only one structure.
The community under the leadership of the municipality then
assumed responsibility and completed the project. Rural-urban
cooperation was good; leadership was good; it was all expedi-
tiously done.
A further example of cooperation involved a joint cit; -
watershed project at Sedan, Kansas, near the Oklahoma line.
The directors of one of tue districts being studied sponsored
a bus tour to Sedan to show the people of their district and
the citizens of the city in their district that the Sec
Interview with John A. Namely, Mayor, City of .ierington,
April 16, 1967.
'Interview with Charles F. Bredahl , Executive Secretary,
Governor's Watershed Review Committee, State of Kansas, Fe
ary 4, 196 .
1'J
project could serve as a model. While on the tour, the author
asked one of the Sedan city commissioners about political con-
flict; he affirmed that there was none. The city was united
in the knowledge that it needed water; the watershed district
was satisfied to have the city acquire land rights for the
structure. °
One last variation in the matter of rural-urban relations
should be mentioned: city people are anxious to have and are
willing to pay for a small lake area for recreation. For exam-
ple, a group of Salina teachers leased a small lake south of
that city; the cost to each teacher is fifteen dollars per
year. They have exclusive right to its use, know that it will
not be overcrowded, and count on each other not to spoil the
area. The president of one of the districts studied claims
that city people from as far away as Wichita (100 miles) will
gladly lease lakes in his district. "When far iers finally
realize the potential of these structures , " he says, "they will
t>« clamoring for them to be located on their farms ,*•**
This concludes the presentation of the facts gathered in
researching this project. The final chapter will be devoted
to an analysis of those facts and an attempt to draw valid
conclusions from that analysis.
10_
Bus Tour to Sedan, Kansas. Sponsored by Lyons Creek
Watershed District. May 10, 1966.
Interview with Grant jingle, President, Turkey Creek
Watershed District, February 16, 1967.
APTSH V
ANALYSIS AND CONCISIONS
This finaL chapter is organized alon^ the following
Lines. First, factors common to both watershed districts wiLl
be identified and discussed. Second, some ^eneral conclusions
wiii. be offered, re { ardin^ both the poiiticaL conflict within
watersheds and the nature of political, conflict it6elf. It
must of course be borne in mind that this study concern
only two watershed districts; however, according to Mr. Thad
Kinnaman , the findings recorded in the earlier chapters are
typical of the political conflict in most watershec districts.
"In fact," Mr. Kinnaraan stated, "the choice of the two dis-
tricts studied was an excellent one."
Factors Common to Both Districts
In the first place the citizens of both watersheds act.
in their own 6elf-interest in the establishment of the watershed
Interview with Thad Kinnaman, Private watershed consult-
ant; Vice-President, State Association of Kansas Watersheds;
President, State Association of Kansas Watersheds (196^-6 );
Director, State association of Kansas Watersheds (1959- );
President, Kansas Association of Soil Conservation Districts
(1961), June 0, 1967. In the opinion of one member of the
Lyons Creek. Watershed District, Mr. Kinnaman "knows bout
watersheds than any other person in Kansas." Thi6 would, of
course, be difficult to prove, but his qualifications are for-
midable. Tnis interview was conducted after Mr. KlwnMMD nad
read the first four chapters of this thesis.
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district. Their action was precipitated by the flood of 1951
and their intent was to save their soil and prevent or reduce
the damage of any future flood. Later, acting even more in-
tensely in their own 6elf- interest , they supported the forma-
tion of a watershed district as a means of opposing big dams
proposed by the Corps of Army Engineers for the main streams
in their watersheds. The research shows that there was a
considerable lack of knowledge among the citizens in the be-
ginning as to the full implications of establishing a district
and carrying out a watershed treatment program. It was tnou
to believe that the watershed approach wouLd save the soil,
keep the water where it falls, beat the Army Engineers, and
stop the "big-dam foolishness." Problems involving costs and
taxes and size and location of structures were apparently
contemplated by few if any citizens. 2
The leadership of both watershed districts bears a strik-
ing similarity. Although there were several men interested in
establishing and completing a watershed plan, the leadership
very quickly devolved upon one man in each district who was
chosen to be chairman of the steering committee and then elect-
ed to the presidency of the district, a position each has held
continuously to the present. The research indicates that both
2This contention is substantiated by the fact that in
May, 1967, the citizens of the Chapman Creek watershed, a third
watershed in Dickinson county in addition to the two studied,
voted overwhelmingly against organization of a district. Even
the downstream areas opposed the formation of the district.
Reasons given were that it would raise taxes and create too
much controversy.
of these men are a ressive and out > in ; they want t^ be in-
volved; they are ers; thftji are e rated by a sense I
power; one would have enjoyed a life in poLitics and the other
er) has sou ht and won election to a partisan polit-
ical office. Both men like to lead locai. people as ie evidenced
by their active participation and leadership in community af-
L rs otner than the watershed program. Both are ratifie
associating with those at hi her leveLs of ^overruient-- legis-
lators, governors, Con ressraen. Both are more than willing to
challenge the bureaucratic Soil Conservation Service and the
Corps of /vr;uy Engineers; the leader still in the fi ht with
the I infers would like nothing better than to defeat the~--
"il has never been done, you know."
The similarity between the leaders can be carried fur-
ther but with a kind of reverse twist. Both men were "out-
siders" in a way. One actually lived outside the district
untif recently although he owned soae upland in the district.
The other man is an "outsider" in that his farm is outside of
the reservoir of the proposed big dam; in fact, his farm is
located just below the proposed site of the dam where he would
have 100% fi-ood protection and perhaps enhanced Land vaLues
were the dam to \^o in. Surety this particular factor would not
be typical of other watershed districts, but it has caused the
author as well as other citizens in the district to be bewil-
dered, e economic motivation just isn't there. The one
leader is a kind of "outsider-upLander" seeking to raise his
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own taxes for the benefit of the bottomlanders and the other
leader should be Lobbying in support of the Army Bngln*eri
rather than opposing them at every opportunity.
Regardless of their personalities or motivations, it
must be recognized that both leaders have contributed a tre-
mendous amount of time and effort to the promotion of the
watershed program. They have had most of their out-of-pocket
expenses paid by the district, but the sacrifice iu time spent
away from families and farming enterprises is non-reimburseable
and seldom appreciated by the citizens of the districts.
A finaL similarity between the leaders of the two dis-
tricts is their desire to keep members of the opposition off
the board of directors. This attitude on the part of the lead-
ers is further reflected in their unwillingness to orook oppo-
sition from any quarter. Considering their commitments to
the cause of watershed development, this attitude is compre-
hensible, if not entirely commendable.
Upon reflection, it is not surprising that the opposi-
tion leaders are themselves much like the district presidents,
especially in personality. There is no doubt that the maver-
ick director is a fighter and that he glories in being the
champion of the underdogs as they fight their bureaucratic
president and his cohorts. He will "make them honest." He
and his wife have spent untold hours, literally, in studying
and debating watershed law and the actions of their board in
relation to that law. Their compensation comes with the
exailaratin 6ense of power felt as they catch the board in a
ry error, carry a petition against tae board's action,
or suit against the board am carry it to the Kansas
Supreme Court.
/mother factor common to both districts was their con-
flict with trie Soil Conservation Service. To the watersned
people tue SCS -computed benefits were inadeq te and SCS I
peared t | cooperating with tne Corps. Thad Kinnaman said
tnat the presentation, initially, or" an inadequate ptan by 8GS
is "aniazin^i> standard."-3 both boards of directors were uisap-
poinLeG if not angered by tne SCS action; yet they feared SCS
since tney woui-d state taeir ojjecLions to SCS "as MAt-
ically as possible." Both boards did ask. SCS to reconsider,
and was inc one ooard trying to woo tne bureaucrats by in-
vitin^ them aLl to a dinner meeting? In both cases the SCS
reply was that it was mereLy uein_ objective, but after fur-
ther objectivity (?), it was able to present a plan that con-
tained several, more structures and increa3ed benefits for the
watershed pro c,ram.
The vnrious aspects of conflict witnin the districts
were • t identical in both waters jds s
of the research reveals that tnis c ict is baeicaiiv one
of the, uplanders versus the board c rectors. It may be (and
tally ib) rp.M'rred to as an upiander-botto;;tLjnder or a rural-
uroan CO Ll< .La close study o tlf research shows that
•-ivicw with Tnad Kj une 6, 1
the bottomlanders and the urban interests never actually be-
come involved in the conflict.
It will be recalled that there is virtually no conflict
within trie district until the publication of the general plan.
The general plan is strictly the responsibility of the board
of directors; they go to their citizens with it to, in effect,
ask them whet tier or not the watershed program should go for-
ward or be killed. In both districts the uplanders voiced
displeasure with the location and size of the structures. This
displeasure was directed solely at the directors for it was in
their power to modify the plan. Interestingly, it was at that
point that both boards became "objective"; the plan had been
carefully constructed and any substantial change would reduce
the benefits and therefore the feasibility of the watershed
approach. £xchanc in^ one exceedingly lar;^e structure for two
or three smaller ones upstream would result in reduced bene-
fits to the watershed; the landowner would have to be "educated."
The uplanders in both districts also demanded the benefit-
assessment method of financing the watershed projects. A^ain
this was directed at the directors for it was in their power
to recommend that method and adopt it if no opposition was
voiced. Both boards have remained firm in their choice of
the two-mill eneral levy, however.
To some uplanders who are not particularly conservation-
idnded, the watershed district turned out to be a device to
force them to build ponds, terraces, and waterways; the
directors, as steering committee members and petition-carriers
in an earlier day, had not explaineG tnis fact when o-
L.-inder was asked to si^n tue original petitions and vote for
the establishment of the district. Professor Warriner in his
study of the formation of a watersned district noted this same
development. Problems of soil and water conservation have been
traditional i.y treated as "unique technical problems" by the -
mer as "an independent entrepreneur." However, the ver
of the watershed approach makes it a "collective problem" and
the watershed district "coerced action consistent with and ex-
4pressiiv this judgment." What Professor Warriner does not
point out (and what is bein^ stressed at this point in th
paper) is that the coercive action of the district, represented
by the board of directors, was directed against the uplanders,
iy of whom preferred to lose soil and water in preference to
inundatin , tneir land and having their fields dissected by
waterways and terraces. These uplanders were especially in-
censed by the realization that they were bein<_ taxed "without
Denefit" to support a local unit of government that was now
coerci . •» .. kg the researcn show6 , these uplanders told
the directors, "We can build all the pond6 we want t^rou^h
other federal pro rams." (Italics i.iine.)
Finally, the research reveals that the rural-urban con-
Lot is a misnomer. ie bottomlanders never spoke against the
Les K. W.rriner, "Public Opinion and Collect!
Action: Formation oi a Watershed District," Ad.nini i ve
. VI (Decatnbar, 1V61), 554-3 .
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city people; the uplanders never in any way--politically
,
economically, or socially--retai.iated against the city people.
What did happen was that the uplanders blaraed the directors
for not including the cities in the district so that they
would have to pay taxes too, for spending rural taxes so that
city people could fish and water-ski, and for failing to get
the promises of the city commissioners in writing.
The point uein;: made in these paragraphs is that the
conflict within the district is between the uplanders and the
board of directors. The board backs the urban interests and
the bottomlander interests because both support the watershed
program that the board itself has been pushing. In both water-
sheds studied the board of directors to a very large degree
is personified in the position and action of the president,
hence the conflict is narrowed further in this matter to one
between the uplanders and the president. The research, it
will be recalled, showed that there was a genuine fear among
some directors in one district that a concerted effort was
being made to mobilize the uplanders to unseat the president
in an upcoming election. The research, furthermore, discovered
considerable dissatisfaction among the uplanders with the tac-
tics utilized by the board and, more particularly, the presi-
dent. The locus of the conflict within the districts was not
between uplander and bottomlander interests or between rural
and urban interests; it was in reality between the uplanders
and the president, supported by a sizeable majority of the
b4
jrd of directors.
The petitionin process, used extensively in both water-
sheds, rerits brief mention in this analysis. Watershed law
prescribes its use at certain junctures and, of course, the
"irst Amendment guarantees its use by a^ rie ed citizens at
any time. But the process is complicated and technical. e
petitions must be drawn according to law; only certain citi-
zens are eligible to sigH| signatures, particularly of carried
women and landowners, must be in a specific form; validatin
the signatures i6 time-consuming and costly; and board action
on the petition often occurs only months after its nib ission.
Furthermore, there were charges of misrepresentation and
switcainc and efforts to induce petitioners to remove their
names from petitions. The circulating of a petition often
amounts to a roll-call vote on an issue and thereby snarpens
the political conflict. Citizens who mi^ht otherwise not be-
come involved are prevailed upon to take a 6tand which clear
places them in one or tne other of the conflicting camps. ;.e
citizen then cannot gracefully extricate himself from the con-
flict. To leave his original position a.noants to betrayc
. altuou^h the other side will accept aim, even they will
doubt the citizen's inte rity for havin aed with their
opponents in the first place. Citizens who get "burned" in
this fashion often vow that they will never touch another
pel ition.
Both districts experienced some problems with regard to
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their Lawyers and managers. The central, issue seems to involve
their knowledge of the subject. Both districts employed locaL
men as lawyers and managers. None had prior experience in'
watershed development . Ail necessarily had co learn as the
program progressed. No doubt mistakes were made; procedures
were not thoroughly researched; and answers were not always
forthcoming when the board wanted them. The research indicates
a few personality conflicts between the directors and their
employees. There was some criticism by directors and citizens
alike regarding the "excessive" pay received by these men; in
particular, the uplanders used this matter as ammunition in
their conflict with the board.
A final factor common to both districts involved what
may be called a public relations or a communications failure.
In the first place, landowners were not notified that a struc-
ture was to be located on their land prior to the publication
of the general plan. To those who were not pleased with this
news--and the research shows that Eaarj were not--it proved a
tactical error on the part of the board. Once these landowners
had publicly committed themselves in opposition to a specific
structure the board's task was made doubly difficult. It was
first necessary to induce the man to retreat and then convince
him of the value of the structure. The research shows that the
directors tended to treat the hearings on the general plans as
procedural matters rather than significant exercises in human
relations. Provided a person had requested in writing prior
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to a certain deadline to be heard, the board allowed nira to
stand and 6peak, and his statement was recorded. It was a
sterile performance inasmuch as the board made no cc s,
answered no questions, and arbitrarily adjourned the xeeti
at a preset time. The directors may have been proceeding in
accordance with the Kansas Watershed District Act, but they
were failin in the art of public relations at the local, level.
Part of the failure at the local bl explained Dy the
expanded public relations effort to sell those at a higher
level: SOS personnel, the Oovernor and other hi ;h-rari .m
state officials, state Legislators, and Jnited States Senators
and Congressmen. Especially was this so in the district that
continues ro oppose the iSn_,ineers , and the successful opposi-
tion to the engineers could only intensify that presiaent'6
discouragement at seeing his local, citizens petition . \st
i, vote him down, and then petition against him a^cin.
Conclusions
The time has arrived for the offering of some conclusions
These conclusions are, of course, those of the author, ba.-;ed
on the preceding research and an La. Some wilt be offered
with firm conviction; some wii.1 be only tentative suggestions.
The author makes no apOi.o,ies for the conclusions and hopes
that they may serve some beneficial purpose in understandin
« political procasses in general and the political conflict
of watershed development in particular.
\m single greatest purported advantage of the watershed
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approach to soil and water conservation is local initiative
and local control . This was espoused by the president of a
district in an interview with the author and by the President
of the United States in signing P.L. j66 . But how true is it?
In the first place, the board of directors must aeal with
a highly impersonal, "objective" Soil Conservation Service and,
sometimes, an Army Corps of Engineers. Regarding the Engineers
,
the watershed directors opposed them openly. Not so with SCS;
here the directors were forced to resort to bowing and scraping.
How does an individual citizen in a democracy deal with an im-
personal bureaucracy? Merely explaining one's predicament is
not enough, especially if their "objective" analysis indicates
otherwise. The local citizen can attempt to go over the heads
of tiie bureaucrats, but this invol /es a calculated risk. Will
one be able to force them to go all the way or will one pos-
sibly get a single concession and so antagonize them that all
future relations are strained and unproductive? The author
realizes that many bureaucrats are cooperative, that they
haven*t forgotten that they exist only to serve local citi-
zens, but in tne final analysis, they will be the interpreters
of the laws governing their operations. The local citizen*s
opportunity to secure justice under such circumstances is lim-
ited and costly. Where is the vaunted local initiative and
local control under such circumstances?
In the second place, when the board deals with its own
citizens, it becomes impersonal and objective. The citizens
themselves becorae frustrated as they watch their board break
ir pe n or ;.;<. e thee vote o^ain on an issue that
have i i> VOtad down. What kird of democracy is thlM?
i board has a clear majority in sapper 4: of its policies,
it can be even r„ore contempt aous of the wishes C I : oppc
De Tocquevilie ^uid that demo: is & tyranny of the Major-
ity, Is tt any less so by bein,v; a local aajorit; ? Our
co .c L us ion then is that, Alt I a watershed pr iCt ..-es re-
quire Loca*. initiative and does paivit sa:,2 Local conti-ol . t
quality of democracy that actually prevailI in tha poli I
orlicc of watershed development falls far short of that ?s-
poused ..wS2 advocating the waters ch today.
CLooaly associated with the above is the petitioni-
process analyzed e^xlicr. The author understands that tha peti-
tion is a Cevice to be used by tha citizen to protest i I a,
01 lack, of it, by his foOveranent, but when lhat gOTaiDBOJfct o
it to iingla out certain persons for exclusion froni considera-
tion 86 members Of the board of dJ roc tors , one must question
value of the device. The author feels that this matter of
I petitioning process has many important in Lions nd
ta dev i £ a watershed. Tha author personally I \r\-
-ved in a law suit regarding a pet it i or in r. school dJ -ict
Let | hi h I i>st-hand knowledge of a small-city confli
ardin^ the petitioning lad even aa this is being
written the st^te legislatures are petitioning Congress . ich
> appears to dou e legality of the pe Lomi and is
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not sure that it wil-L act on them. The author 1 s conclusion is
that the right to petition, prized so highly in our democracy,
often fails to achieve the goal intended by the petitioners,
and in fact frequently intensifies political conflict.
A third conclusion, again closely associated with the
first two, is that the watershed movement at the local level
would be improved if "opponents" were not purposely excluded
from the board of directors. The minister who helped estab-
lish one district said of the court fight which later devel-
oped:
By getting the persons who brought the suits in-
volved as the leaders in the plans at the beginning this
might have been different. Attempts were made to get
"all interested people" in on the early planning. 5
The minister, however, overlooks the fact that the opposition
leaders were neither opposition nor leaders in the beginning;
they may not even have been interested. It was only after
the publication of the general plan that opposition developed.
To deliberately attempt to exclude members of the opposition
from the board was a grave tactical error: it caused bad
public relations; it strengthened the opposition by giving
it an underdog role; it more effectively united the opposition
than would otherwise have been the case; and finally, the ex-
perience of the one board 6hows that the presence of an opposi-
tion director did not hinder the operation of the board. (It
is interesting to note that the tactic attempted by the
"Melvin Lichte, personal letter, former minister of New
Basel Church, RFD, Abilene, Kansas, presently of Ray town,
Missouri, June 8, 1967.
nominating, committee in the one district of presenting two
candidates favorable to the director's position was poorly
conceived from a pro-board position since it would have had
the effect of dividin^ the vote for the board's position and
increasing the likelihood that an opponent could have been
nominated from the floor and elected.)
conclusion follows from the third: a posit
j
se^lin^, effort must be carried on by the board among the citi-
zens of the local district. This means that the board must
do more than merely avoid creating ill will, as su^ested in
the third conclusion. The author does not mean to lnply that
in the one district the directors expended too much effort
in •lling the watershed solution to those in the higher ech-
elons of government; after all they were successful. A water-
shed board aiust be made cognizant of the fact that the publi-
cation of the general plan is a crucial period in the life of
the project, landowners scheduled for detention dams should
I contacted prior to publication of the plan, not to get
their permission, but to explain wh_, the structure is best
located on that site and what advantages and privileges accr
to the landowner because of the structure. Such information
in printed form, left with each landowner, would tend to re-
duce the misconceptions and the spreading of false rumors that
so often occur.
Supporting the idea just expressed is the conclusion that
lawyers and managers dealin^ with watershed development should
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have at least some specific training in the subject prior to
the assumption of their duties. Perhaps an institute or a
seminar where problems common to watershed development could
be discussed would be beneficial to newly appointed managers
and lawyers. A city manager or a school superintendeat is a
highly trained individual who has served an apprenticeship.
It is not being suggested that a part-time watershed manager
needs that background, but if he is to manage a unit of gov-
ernment--deal with people, prepare budgets, spend tax funds,
and be an expert on watershed procedures--he must be some-
thing more than a local citizen with some time that he could
spend on the job.
Turning now from conclusions dealing specifically with
watershed development, some thoughts about the nature of poli-
tical conflict may be offered.
Individuals, groups, and agencies repeatedly acted in
their own self-interest. Often the goal was economic but
in some cases it was status or power. The author believes
that a case can be made for a defensive self-interest as con-
trasted with an offensive self-interest.
Considering the defensive self-interest first, it is
easy to argue that down-river cities want the big dams, not
to inundate upstream farmers and communities, but to protect
themselves from devastating floods. It is just as easy to
ar ue that bottomlanders want the watershed approach in pre-
ference to the big-dam approach, not to flood out an upland
92
, but to keep hineeli; from being flooded out. Up-
landprs and bottomlanders alike may be genuinely interested in
soil and water co.iBerval ion. Small upland cities aLso suppcr".
the watershed approach because their survival, depends on an
adequate water supply. Finally, re fcardirv the upLanders, they
too act In their own seli:- interest : as individuals, no i wants
a structure that will flood him out; as a group, they want the
tax burden shifted from themselves since they contend that they
do not benefit, at least not as much as do the bottomlanders
,
from the watershed approach.
The concept of the offensive se-^- interest is needed to
explain the action of the two presidents, the real leaders of
the districts. Neither found his own ox being gorea; both
had it a6 t ieir purpose to do some uoring of their ow ..e
research and analysis bears tnis out. When this idea was sug-
csted to Mr. Kinaman, he said that it "affronts my sensibili-
ties." He, contended that watershed leaders were co^nunit
minded, public-spirited citizens wno sometimes ^ot so much of
their time and effort invested in the project that they could
not quit. Under such circumstances they did no doubt appear
a bit obtuse to their associates when deiay or conflict de-
veloped ,°
Professor warriner'6 iindings, howeve , coincide very
closely with those of the author. He found no econc i-
vation; i i fact, he found a negative economic motive (1
^Interview with Thad Kinnaman, June 6, 1967.
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Leader would have been ahead financial i.y if the big dam had been
Duilt) just as did the author. Further, Professor Warriner saw
that the watershed Leader in his study "derived considerable
satisfaction from the acts of Leadership, from shaking his fist
in the face of the Army Corps of Engineers at congressional
hearings, and from fulfilling the expectations of his follow-
ers." The motivation was that the watershed organization
"provided new opportunities for leadership rewards ,... offered
recognition in a larger public, provided greater scope of in-
fluence over others, and provided new opportunities for asso-
ciation with other persons of prestige and power."' These
factors, plus others offered earlier in the analysis make up
what the author believes can best be described as an offensive
self-interest. Each of these leaders was "a man in search of
a horse," and he found it!
In closing, a few thoughts about political conflict
should be set down. The author confesses that eighteen months
ago, when thi6 project was begun, he believed that his research
could eliminate, or nearly so, political conflict in the devel-
opment of watersheds. He is wiser now. Political conflict
can never be eliminated; nor should it be, for the political
processes are the ways we solve the problems of the community.
The conflict itself will often be bitter and personal, and in
the end some are going to be forced into line. The maverick
watershed director didn't seem to understand this when he
' Warriner, op. cit
., pp. 34" -4 .
ehoutea "Communists !" in reierence to the other directors on
the board who were cxercisin the coercive power o£ government.
Should a project be undertaken, knowing that conf-ic: is
bound to occur? A ain quoting the minister as he answers the
author's question as to whether he would do it alL a^ain,
"There can be no doubt that mistakes were made. It would hi.
been iater mistake to have done nothing."8
r. ladwin H. Youn£ , Associate Administrator of the Sol
Conservation Service, J.S. Department of Agriculture, in a
personal letter to the author had some thoughts that are appro-
priate here:
I hope you will not approach the subject of "poli-
tical conflict" as though "conflict" is 6ome kind of
to be avoided. The facts are, of course, that
national policy was forced from airing of conflictir
views. The watershed program now is extended to ^00
watershed communities in all States, and is expanding
at a rate of about 100 additional each year.
We who lived through the processes of evolution
are interested more in making the present program useful
than in reviewin^ past conflicts. But perhaps you as a
student can learn valuable lessons about how to make
future conflicts serve useful purposes as this one did.'
Both the UBDA official and the minister are saying that
projects will be and should be undertaken. Leaders, motivated
by an offensive self-interest, will carry them forward un*
political conilict ensues with those with a defensive self-
interest. That political conflict can neither be avoided nor
"Melvin Lichte, personal letter, June d, 1967.
ladwin B, o. associate Administrator, Soil Conserva-
tion Service, J.S. Department of Agriculture , Washington, D.C.,
personal, tetter to the author, November 20, 1966
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eliminated. Perhaps the best that can be done is to confine
it or direct it into acceptable channels. Ballots, petitions,
law suits, and lobbying are, after all, at least one step
improved over guns, clubs, and the shooting of each other's
horses
.
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The moat recent solution to the problems of flo.>. con-
trol and soil and water conservation is the watershed treat-
ment approach. This is contrasted with major federal flood
control projects on the one hand and voluntary terrace-
bulldlng by individual landowners on the other. The federal
eminent will provide much of the money, and the state has
provided for a new unit of local government, a watershed dis-
trict, for planning and executing the watershed treatment
solution. Nearly 100 watersheds in Kansas are in iojs
stages of developaient--f rotn pre-charterin^ activities to the
near completion of tv.eir plans. This study of the politic
conflict in watershed development was undertaken uo jetter
understand the problems of watershed districts in particu..
and the political processes in ^cneral
.
The methodology employed was to choose two watersheds
on the advice of knowledgeable state and federal officials.
:ota had substantial conflict, but neither was atypical of
watershed districts in Kansas. The relevant statutes and
legislative debates were studied to obtain an understanding
of the legal framework within which the districts were organ-
ized and operated. Several books, pamphlets, bulletins,
and reports regarding; the establishment of watershed districts
were utilized. Data explaining the conflict relationships
within the watersheds were obtained by studying the minutes
of board-of-directors meetings, by personally attending ten
district meetings of various kinds, and by about twenty un-
structured interviews with principal actors. Three personal
letters were also helpful.
The research showed that there was some vying for juris-
diction and funds among the Departments of Agriculture, De-
fense, and Interior in the passage of the basic federal water-
shed legislation. There was no opposition to the passage of
the Kansas Watershed District Act under which districts in
Kansas are organised and operated.
Within the two watersheds, Lyons Greek and Turkey Creek,
both in Dickinson County, Kansas, a tacit consensus prevailed
initially. Proponents included bottomlanders who wanted flood
protection, conservation-minded uplanders who wanted to save
the soil, and small towns and cities which wanted flood pro-
tection and a water supply. Later, after the Army Corps of
Engineers proposed big dams on both streams, the watershed
treatment approach became a weapon to use against the Corps.
Most citizens simply did not know enough about the movement to
oppose it
.
In the early stages of development a bureaucratic con-
flict developed as the local boards of directors sought the
assistance of the Soil Conservation Service. Next the local
boards struggled against the Army Engineers. Finally, the lay
citizens opposed their own ic boards. An uplander-
oottomlander division occurred as to who shouLd bear the burden
of taxation and a rural-urban division occurred regarding cost-
sharin; and control of access to Lakes.
Summarizing conclusions, the upiander-bottomiander and
the rurai-urban conflict were in reality conflicts between the
uplandere and the boards of directors. The uplanders were
particularly concerned about the location of lar^e detenti
structures on their property and the fact that they were bei
taxed for the benefit of the bottomlanders . Neither the bottom-
landers nor the ur uani tes were actively involved in the con-
flict; chey merely supported the boards* position.
real moving forces in both districts were the presi-
dents. Strikingly simiLar, both had little economic motiva-
tion, were exhilarated with tne sense of power they wielded,
relished their association with high officials, and looked
with favor on a career in politics. While other individuals
and groups acted in their defensive self-interest, these men
are considered to have acted in their offensive self-interest.
Political conflict cannot, nor should it be, eliminated.
At best it can be confined and directed. Ballots, petitions,
law suits, and lobbyin --aLl utilized in this watershed con-
flict—are at least one step improved over shoot in^ each
other's horses (also used).


